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A Celebration

Emma Chenault Kelly
May 14, 1905April26, 1997

DearDaddy,

Emma Chenault Kelly
Teacher

I am enclosing a very important scrap of paper. So please
don't lose it. That scrap of paper may mean a complete
change in my educational life- so attend closely to these
words. I told you I simply took the exam for fun or rather to
show myself up in what I had forgotten for the last seven
years.... Was I surprised to find I'd passed- when I had just
started as you might say and had reviewed only slightly between the reading for classes and such. . . . I'm going over
this morning and see about trans£erring credits and getting a
MA. in Education (Teachers College, Colwnbia), which would
be better, I guess, in the long run for getting a college job
somewhere. . . . Give my love to mother and tell her not to
overwork. Lots of Love, affectionately, CJJenault
May 1935

The Life of Emma Chenault Kelly
henault Kelly, known at various times as
Emma . Kelly, Emma Chenault Kelly, and
Emmaline was simply "Chenault" to her
.
larger family, countless friends, and professional ~ollea~es. For 91 years, eleven months and 10 days
she delighted m the many roles for which we all knew her.
She loved to meet new people, to hold a dialogue that ranged
from a to z.
.
Chenault was born May 14, 1905, in Springfield, Illino_1s,to James Y. Kelly III, her attorney father, and Alice
Elizabeth Chenault Kelly, her alwaysbeautiful Southern homemaker mother. They had moved from Kentucky to Illinois in
1903 to make their _home in Yankee Country. The family
came to Charleston m 1915 when her father became associated with Il~ois Supreme Court Justice Dunn. The family
has been an 1mportant part of the community ever since.
Sh~ c~mpleted her high school diploma at Teachers
C??llegeHigh m 1923. S~e _earnedher two-year teaching cert1f1catefrom Eastern Illin01s Teachers College in 1925, her
Bachelor of Arts degree from University of Kentucky in 1927,
her Master of Arts degree _fromColumbia University in 1935,
~d _herDoctor of Education degree from New York Univers1tym 1954.
.At the University of Kentucky she was a member of
the Phi Beta honorary for music students and played violin
with_the University of Kentucky orchestra. She served as
president of Delta Delta Delta social sorority during her senior
year. She was a member of Pi Delta Epsilon journalism honorary at Eastern wh_ereshe advised student literary writers.
,
For approxunately 25 years after receiving her bachelor s degree she was away from Charleston. She taught in
public schools for 15 years: second grade for one year for the
Charleston s_chools (1927-1928), eighth grade English for
seven years m Cicero, Illinois (1928-1935), and junior high
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school English for seven years for Madison, New Jersey,
schools (1935-1942).
In 1942-43Chenault was on the research staff of Young
andRubi.can,
New York City. In 1943-44 she was an advertising copywriter for American Book Co. in New York City. She
earlier did free lance work for Daniel Starch, Inc., of New
York City. She then came home in 1944 to serve as secretary
to her father since his previous secretary had enlisted in the
Women Army Corps. She met the same Army recruiter and
also joined the service. Her World War II career found her as
part of the United States Army Air Force Information and
Intelligence Corps until 1945. She then became the OPA information executive in Peoria, Illinois, for less than a year. In
1946 she joined the Eastern Illinois State College faculty in
English and retired as a full professor in June 1967.
During her 21 years on the Eastern faculty she became
recognized as an expert on transformational grammar. Her
published articles during that time were "Grammar Is Not a
Purple Turtle," "The Grammarian's Child," "Four Sentence
Forms," and "Coordinating Symbolic Logic with Grammatical
Discourse." She also loved to teach creative and feature writing, freshman English, and literature. She was a member of
the National Council of Teachers of English, Illinois Teachers
of English, Illinois Education Association, and National Education Association.
uring this time and afterwards her
Charleston activitiesincluded the League of
Women Voters, the Charleston community
theater, the EIU-Charleston orchestra as a
violinist, Coles County Historical Society, the First Christian
Church, and the Pan Hellenic Council. Her major hobby became amateur painting. She participated in the University of
Illinois Summer Art Institutes at Allerton Park from 1976 to
1991. She traveled extensively from 1931 on, visiting Italy,
Balkans, England, France, Spain, Germany, and other coun-
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tries. For several years she wrote the "Across the Years" column for the OJarleston
Too-Olurier.
In recent years, Chenault devoted much of her time to
compiling and editing, along with her surviving sister Alice
Elizabeth Tolle, letters written by their father to Chenault
while she was away from Charleston and those written by
Chenault to her parents while she served with the WACS. The
two books were titled: The Emmdine Lettersand EmrmlineGoes
to War. Together, the two sisters published The Unde David
Stones,a collection of Kentucky tales told by Alice Elizabeth
Chenault Kelly, their mother, to her two grandsons. She recently took her mother's accounts of her past and added some
of her own; they were published as a family keepsake volume
called Refleaians. A second edition was published posthumously.
Chenault's involvement with Eastern Illinois University continued after her retirement. She had earlier served as
executive director of the Eastern Illinois University Foundation in 1957-58. She personally sponsored in 1965 a concert
given by the lnterlochhen Orchestra to create the Robert K.
W amer Scholarship for students on stringed instrument. She
and her sister Alice raised funds for the Paul Sargent wing of
the T arble Art Center. In 1988, she established the Research
andReviewSeriesat Eastern to provide alumni and faculty an
opportunity to publish works of research. In 1996, she funded
a scholarship for journalism and English students known as
the Frances McColl Scholarship in honor of her long friendship with Professor McColl. She and her sister in 1997 created
the J .Y. Kelly Memorial Scholarship to be awarded to a graduating pre-legal student, in honor of their father.
Emma Chenault Kelly was recognized in 1995 by
Eastern Illinois University as a Distinguished Alumnus, the
top award of the EIU Alumni Association.
Her interests were vast, her talents were superlative,
and her love of discourse was immense. She wanted to be remembered as "Miss" and as "Teacher." The good that she did
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is an inspiration for all. Emma Chenault Kelly's life was filled
with symbolism. Symbolically,she was a teacher, an artist, a
scholar, and a soldier. For each role she had her own unique
mixture of ingredients, emphasizing different ones as called
for by the situation. Other roles were of interest to her, but
this dedicatory volume of Researchand Reviewpresents what
Chenault symbolized as a teacher, an artist, a scholar, and a
soldier.
DcmudE. ~

This is from the celebration of the life of Chenault Kelly, held
on Derby Day, Saturday, May 3, 1997, in the 1895 Room,
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois.
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Teacher
To be known as an effective teacher was Chenault's
greatest achievement. She preferred the title of
"Teacher" to that of "Doctor" or "Professor." She
viewed her struggles with university administrators
worth her efforts, so long as her former students
went forward withmemories of inspiration as a result
of having had her as a teacher. To have a student
learn from and later surpass the teacher was her highest award. Motivating young writers became a joy in,
as well as out of, the classroom.
(W.,Y,,,;-

19'J)

A favoriteassignmentof EmmaChenault Kelly was advisingstudents.
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O?e>i~m
LettersRejltrtOJanging,
Tvnesby
Emma ChenaultKelly
1941-42

I smiled happily at the school doct:or, "Don't worry."
Then I almost laughed at the incongruity ()f such a situation.
Here I was a paciem and reassuring the doctor who had pro•
~ounced a verdict of active T.B. I didn't laugh because I realized chat the shocked expressions on the faces of the nurse
and the sc~ool doct~r were sincere. They were trying to impress me w1th the senousness of the whole thing.
The nurse was saying, "Ifyou could go to rhe Thegault
Sanitarium before the holidays."
"No, I shall go home first." The expressions on their
faces lengthened.
"You mean to say you're going to cake a train all the''How far away is your home?" shouted the doctor.
"About a thousand miles."
. . "Then, l suppose, you're coming bac:k and then go to a
sarutanum. I never heard of anything like 1it. Humph!" The
doctor was plainly annoyed. l must get out of here somehow.
Didn't they see I was too tired to be checked over by anybody,
let alone a sanitariwn situation. I tried to explain about the
cold I'd caught a few weeks before. I suggested that a rest was
all I needed and anybody could see that. f promised to have a
thorough check-up before returning to my duties after
Christmas. I sneaked hurriedly our of their presence, and left
them to express their annoyance, disgust, and bafflement to
each other ab~ut the way I had taken the Stu)pendousnews.
I burned on downstairs to my room. God had answered my prayer. True, the answer, if the doctor and the
nurse were correct, hadn't seemed quite up to I--Iisusual performance. I knew God didn't send sickness upon people. l
w~n•~ going to admit He'd done so now. I simply thanked
Him in my hean and set about arrangmg things for the substitute teacher.
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That was Tuesday. Friends extended helping hands.
One promised to put the junior school paper together. The
secretary in the principal's office finished checking some standard tests. 1 read a story to all of my classes. The slow group
was its usual Wlruly self and e.xacted my last drop of strength.
Only the thought that this was the last day, yes, maybe forever
sustained me. As I closed my door Wednesday 1 turned and
1ooked over the empty desks. "We're square," r said co them.
"l tried and failed. Perhaps the doctor is right. Perhaps I'm
not strong enough. Oh, God, please make it so I'll never have
to come back to this room, to this dass." And then hurriedly,
"Not my willbut Thine be done.''
1n the teacher's room [ met the seriously, solicitous
faces of my friends. They were plainly worried. I wished I
could reassure them about the x-ray business, but I was too
tired. A desperate feeling of flight possessed me, to get away
before I would break down and perhaps even cry. Finally, the
last goodbye was said. The last kind admonition to rest and
take care of myself duly received.
That night l practically collapsed on my studio couch.
A great sense of peace flooded my tiredness and as sleep unfolded me, I put my hand into God 1s and murmw-ed deep into
my pillow, "Will you take over? I'm tired of pushing my life
around. l've cenainly nor done very much with it. Whatever
you do is bound to be an improvement. Thank You."
My acquaintance with the Divine Being dated from my
earliest childhood. My first recollections were colored by fe:'lr
and awe. I never would forget the night my sister and I, hand
in hand, had joined the Church. We had stood over the black
register in the front of the Church from which the heat and
smell of burning wood poured up into our faces adding no
little realism to the threats of fire and brimstone sounded from
tbe pulpit. We had basked in the solemnity of the occasion,
had assumed what we hoped would pass for a saintly expression while we received the blessing from the preacher and later
from our parents' friends. We were little darlings who had
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taken the "big step. 11 For a moment we were, of all our family,
important. The aura of saintliness hung about us for the duration of the revival meetings, and the scary, suffocating immersion somehow fell flat after this exalted moment before
the rest of the flock. \Y/e never spoke to each other of all th.is
but we were aware of the same mingled emotions of fear, exaltation, and glamour in the other.
Of course, the wear and tear of play, school, and home
problems eventually dispelled the religious fervor. We settled
back into nonnal children probably to the relief of all the
grown-ups in our area. Still the experience remained to return
to me with many questions appertaining thereto.
A much less awe inspiring meeting with God took
place every summer when my sister and I were visiting in
grandfather's house. Every morning at nine o'dock it was the
custom for all the uncles or aunts and cousins and unrelated
strays visiting at the time to gather in the parlor for prayers.
Grandfather led off by reading a chapter from the Bible. Then
Aunt Helen played a hymn on the little organ while everyone
sang. After that everyone knelt on the floor by his chair and
repeated the Lord's Prayer. On several occasions a fit of irrepressible laughter would seize one or another of the younger
fry. We had won many a reproving look from our parents
both here and in Church and often an attempt to repress had
caused a noisier commotion than giving away would have
done.
However, finally and at long last, the pains and joys of
childhood were safely over. My sister and I had caused only
minor embarrassments to our parents along the way. I kept
on attending Church more or less mechanically after l left
home to enter a college and even later as I took up teaching, a
profession set not by choice but by circumstance. My sister
married and for many years our problems were so different
and so exacting chat we almost lost the sense of close relationship which existed throughout our childhood.
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My problems were immediately troublesome. For one
thing after only a fewmonths of my first job, I realized that of
allthings I might be inclined co, teaching was not it. However,
J was young. My energy was almost endless. 1 filled my after
school hours with pointless activity. I traveled to Germany. I
earned a master's degree at Columbia University.
It cook two more winters of teaching half-heartedly,
two more summers spent with my familyenjoying their world,
cwo more years of pushing around for myself before I set
about actually looking for God, the God my grandfather knew
and walked with, the God who might help me. I listened at·
tentively to this religious thinker and to that. I searched the
library. I consulted with friends. I learned many things.
I learned that God lived not in a church building but in
everyone's heart, in my own, for instance. I learned that unhappiness, sickness, trouble were not in His line. l l~ed
that whatever I wanted to be in chis world was the very thing
God wanted too. I learned that to discover God's will I must
consult my own hearti and then by prayer, not beseeching or
asking but simply by withdrawing my own willfrom the scene
of action, that God would show all the human ways toward
obtaining my heart's desire. I learned all these things and l
believed. This was the meaning of a Risen Christ.
I began to advise those who consulted me with various
problems and even those who didn't. l spoke t? my sis_cer
about my discovery. She recommended regular Bible reading
and positive thinking. Her confidence was heartening.
However, no outward changes occurred in rny life.
September arrived on schedule with. its attendant routin.e of
teachmg duties. I began to pray a little every day for ell.her
release from those duties or at least a sense of joy in them.
Heretofore, it had been my policyto reject any suggestion of
extra-curricular work. ''Now," 1 decided, "perhaps what
comes to me is God's plan. l shall accept all and everything.''
l accepted chairmanship of a county committee, membership on the social committee, assistant advisor for the high
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school paper, and finalJy head of publicity for the yearbook.
Then perhaps, because of the pressure chus set up, the slow
group took advantage of the release from constant vigilance I
seemed to have to always exert, and became practically unman~ge~ble. f losr my temper regularly, and my face, as I
stu~ed 1t at the end of a day, wore anything but an expression
of kindness and understanding for which I so much wished.
Try as I might, God refused to stay put in the classroom. He
was in and out, but mostly out.
Just when the struggle seemed too great co bear, the xrays from the T.B. survey came back and I was, indeed, lifted
OU[ of my classroom. So no wonder I felt as r did. No wonder I was quite convinced in the unlimited power of God and
rea~ that ~ght ~o tum over my Lfe in the future completely
to Him. Ltttle drd I dream, as I lay so dead quiet, of allthat
was to befall me on the morrow or the day after char or the
day after that. I may have sensed it was to be good, and I was
quire willing to watch things happen, but 1 couldn't know how
wonderful or how as if by magic my life was to be transformed.
Events started slowly and prosaicaUy enough. I rested
all the next day. Friday, I packed and that night started on the
!ong tri~ home. I enjoyed every minute of the trip, the rockmg mooon of the upper berth, dozing all afternoon the next
day, and watching the speeding landscape. I didn't realize yet
that my sense of enjoyment was enhanced by the fact that the
heavy responsibility of directing my life had been removed
from my shoulders. I just knew that I was happier than usual
before the prospect of a holiday at home and that was very
happy indeed, for J had always maintained that the best thing
about myself was my home and those in it.
They kept logs burning in the fireplace aU during the
vacation, day and night as sort of Christmas present for me.
They sat around the fire much of the time, very quiet, very
lazy.. I brushed over lightly the school doctor's findings, but
not lightly enough for my father worried considerably. They
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limited rhei_rsocial activity to four parties. My lethargy discouraged the attentions of Merrilli who lived nearby and who
had been "attentive" in a tentative sorr of way during the past
two years. The idea of marrying him had occurred to me more
than once lately. f remembered writing to him during the
week following the Pearl Harbor catastrophe, the week before
I left school as it turned out, It was a silly letter, running over
with sentiment, 1 suppose a sort of protest against all the hideous waste of war. I remembered che day during the last week
when a report was circulated at noon that there were enemy
planes only a few miles from the city. All the teachers gathered for a moment in the hall avoiding one another's eyes yet
not wishing to separate from the group. It was that feeling
which had prompted the letter to Merrill, the feeling of wanting to be near someone. However, during the holidays, I
couldn't reach him. Fine company I turned out to be. He
looked at me silently and rhen withdrew from the scene until
the night he was to leave. He stopped over to say goodbye.
Yes, he expected to be inducted into the anny soon. His
mother was upset. These were uncertain times.
I left the following night. The trains were jammed, the
usual college traffic complicated by troop movements. I
watched many touching scenes of farewell between soldiers
1
and their families. T thought of the Pathe News shots from
France and England, now acted out in life before my eyes.
War. I had long ago ceased trying to understand.
At last the train emptied its load into an already
swarming Grand Central Station. New York looked good to
me. It always did, but never better than that night. I relished
the clam stew which as usual tasted so delicious. The sense of
freedom still persisted for tomorrow unlike all the years past;
tomorrow I was not goi_ngto school. 1 was going co make an
appointment with a clinic and then- well, God knew and I
knew it would be all right.
The clinic couldn't take me unti.l Thursday- four
whole days! I lolled about my apartment. I wrote letters. I
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read the Bible. Thursday rolled irrevocably around. I went
through the routine of the physical examination. 1didn't feel a
thing. 1 hardly noticed the doctor's sharpened questions.
"Was th.isyour idea?" "Well, yes and no." "Did you
know that you are as sound as a dollar? Lungs any New York
cop would be proud to own. Oh, so you must have a slip of
paper to that effect before you can return to your school?
Well1 here.'' He thrust the slip of paper into my hand. r
folded it neatly and stuck it into my purse. I walkedout of the
building mto the sunshine, my pass back to school tucked
safely under my arm. So God meant for me to go back, after
all. Who was I to argue.
[ felt impelled to call upon the superintendent to tell
him,if possible, how unattractive the idea of taking up my duties were. With only a light reference co my imagination as the
possible cause of it all, he seemed to understand.
The next day found me physicallybefore my class.
Some were obviously glad to see me, most were indifferent.
Allwere subdued. Thursday the school doctor suggested that
another check-up at the Thegaulr Sanitarium by the specialist
rhere would be in order. Friday, I agreed with him.
The school nurse drove me up to the lonesome retreat
of the Thegault Sanitarium. We had to make two trips; one
for the x-ray, the second for the reading. ft was snov.'lllg
heavily the last day. The country lay beautiful, gray and white
around us as we chugged along. At the foot: of the long hill
leading to the sanitarium the tires refused to hold. The car
sagged to one side of the road.
"Do you mind walking?"asked the nurse.
"l'd love it.11 So together we plowed up the hillwith
the snowflakes flicking our faces, powdering our hats and the
collars of our coats. 1 decided I wouldn't have missed this for
anything.
The fine specialist was a gruff specialist. 1'You must
have been anxious indeed to have come in aU this snow." He
said a lot more. lt all added up to the fact that there was
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nothing wrong with my lungs and little likelibood of there ever
being anything wrong. Whatever bad showed up in the school
survey were childhood scars long since healed.
'Tm tired anyway,'' I said as we went down the hill
againthrough the snow. "I'd like to take a rest. I cellyou, I'm
empty. Teaching has been as easy as pulling an iron cannon
around lately."
That night I flopped fully clothed on my couch. Near
ten o'clock I awoke, undressed sluggishly and dropped off to
sleep again. "Maybe the doctor is going to recommend a rest,
anyway," I whispered to myself as I looked over the class for
attendance the next morrung,
And so 1t was. Honorably dismissed for a month at
least. 1 left the room in excellent order. It had never looked
any prettier. I brought the files up to date. I left the test results in the proper box. 1 thanked the superintendent, too,
and said goodbye to the principal.
"You'll be all right," they replied. "A good rest, you
know. Why don't you go to Florida, Arizona. \Vhar an opportunity!"
"I don't want co go anywhere, but I will rest. ♦' I certainly ought to find out what is the matter in a month's time.
The month began. I read the Book of Genesis. In the
afternoon 1 sat down and wrote two short sketches. 1 wrote
that day and the next. I wrote every day that week. The
words seemed to slide right off the edge of the pencil. Everyday I read a Book of the Bible. Exodus-Moses with the help
of God led a "stiff-necked people" out of bondage into a land
"flowing with milkand honey." Could I find my way into
such a land with the help of God? Leviticus. Numbers. How
God and Moses struggled with the "stiff-necked people."
Each day I wrote and read and loved writing and reading.
Toward the month's end I let my thoughts travel back
to school. Where had I failed? What was I trying to prove
there? I recalled the words of one of the teachers, "A man in
uniform, 1.Q. 86, could do as good a job if not better than any
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of us bearing a string of degrees." 1 felt the truth in that
statement but I rejected it too. The War. Wasn't chat exactly
che kind of thing this War was being fought for? Hitler was a
man in uniform.
"Look at what these children are doing to our finest
teachers!" said another. "You can see them wilt. It isn 1t what
T call teaching when you either have co constantly put on a
show for entertainment or a meat ax for a face." It was true.
Over half the students in that school were from homes where
dictatorship was the rule. When teachers tried to conduct
their classes along democratic lines, naturally there were difficulties. Things became much clearer to me. Still I couldn't
rake up a club in attitude, and apparently I wasn't going to
have the strength to carry on in any other acceptable way.
I thought of Mr. Shoemaker, the principal these many
years. In the quiet of his office, with one or two ringleaders of
misbehavior, he had given many an hour of kind advice. How
he labored with them! Few understood his word All understood his spirit. He felt that kindness could change the ''bad
actors" into "good actors." He believed with all of his heart
chat his work with these children would become evident years
later in the form of self-controlled citizens. He, too, rejected
the club technique.
Though I agreed fully with him and yes, even wanted
to heJp, I couldn't for the life of me see how I was to make it
work in the classroom where more often than not my serene
attitude of "good will to all" could be so easily scrapped by
one or two on mischief bent. And Mr. Shoemaker needed
someone to make it work in the classroom. It was nothing
more nor less than love. Loving children, loving teaching, no
one could fail, no, not even I. Love. That was it.
le was because of the love to write that the writing results had been so far successful.
If I could walk into my classroom and radiate love,
would the children, as the armies of old, submit their selfish
little wills to the common good? They would. I was con-
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vinced. Now, 1 saw why teaching as l practiced rhe art wore
both myself and my pupils out. I really had never loved my
work and the fact was more than obvious to my classes. They
reflected my own distaste and only I knew to what horrors of
performance the reflection could go.
This is my answer. I muse leave teaching and let
someone cake my place. Someone who will really love the
work and the children This is what I must do.
So I did leave my classroom at the end of the year and
someone else, someone who loved che children and liked to
teach, did enter therein to bless the place with her presence
and to help Mr. Shoemaker with rus good work.

61 West Ninth Street
New York City
April 11, 1942
Dear Mother,
Writing letters home has become more and more of a
problem- especially any which c:arrythe real news concerning
me. ~arlier this year, in February or March while my thought
was still cloudy, I wrote and received in answer various expressions of doubt and fear. They were my own doubts and fears,
of course, expressed and made real by your answers. Thea I
realized that which Dirk knows, the wisdom of keeping my
own counsel. Although I wanted very much for you all to
share in the adventure, I knew that until I was strong enough
and a little older in the thought, I had better keep quiet. Your
suggestion last night hasgiven me courage once more to really
tell all- only this time, if you can't understand, at least give me
the benefit of the doubt. Alice Elizabeth's feeling that because
Chenault is doing it, it must be right. Of course I feel that way
about her too.
Spiritually I came out of the shell of limitation the
week before Xmas. Three years ago I stirred and began ac-
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tively to peek at the covering. Last summer in attempting to
speak the word to Alice Elizabeth, I broke a large sized hole
and she broke a little one too because we could look around
and talk about the new world we saw. However, uncomfort•
able and cramped though we were, our efforts to actually
break away were half-hearted and ineffectual. It is surprising
the amount of discomfort one can permit just by fear of relin•
quishing an old, familiar thought for a new. War speeds up
the process on a world wide scale. Disaster of any kmd. As
someone said, "We have to be kicked upstairs."
Well th.is summer work had damaged my shell beyond
repair. Still I had quite a struggle- so much so that when I
found myself actually out I was very wobbly and shaky and
quite content to dry my little fluffy feathers before the fire at
home, to take shamelessly alJ the petting and coddling of the
family, and when I returned to school, the need for a longer
period to strengthen was answered- a whole month in which
to accustom myseJf to the new world-my chicken yard.
Many times hearkening to friends still in shells and looking at
me wide-eyed with amazement, half admiration and even jealously. I've gone back and tried to get into the old shell. Every
time I went back, I'd grown a little more, and the possibility
with each day grows less and less.
Now l find the chicken yard full of friends in various
stages of progress. They have welcomed me and encourage
me. You might say I'm in the awful state of semi-nakedness.
My first soft down has disappeared and there's a scraggly
prorruse of a feather or two here and there. My old friends in
the shells are quite amused. My new ones try to cheer me up.
"They'll grow," they say. "The same thing that brought you
out of the shell willfurrush a wann covering by and by. Just
give it time. Keep on eating grain. You don't look so bad.
My particular shell was made up of such beliefs as: 1.)
Madison, New Jersey high school is the only job for you. Lose
that, you lose all Jobs are scarce, you're lucky, etc. etc. etc. 2.)
Sickness is real and unavoidable. 3.) You can teach and that is
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all. Whether you like it or not, that's what you're going to do.
4.) Well I shouldn't go further. The mere rehearsal of suc:h
world-given advice is not good.
However, from this you may be able to gather Lhatnot
only is Madison, New Jersey High School not the only job for
me, it is simply not the job for me ac all. Now lose that and
you'll find a bener one. Jobs are scarce to those who chink
they are. Of course Irene will have trouble. As long as she
carries around that thought she'll find it manifested. The happiness which I am now reflecting comes from perfect fruth,
well not perfect, maybe a mustard seed of faith that while
teaching has been possible, there is something in store far
better which will produce health, prosperity, and harmony, and
which my friends both in and out of the shell will see as
beauty in carriage and in feathers.
I've learned many things, only a few of the thousands
of lessons possible. The hardest one to believe was the fact
chat having broken my own shell I could do very little co keep
the next one. Everyone has to make his own effort. Now all {
can do is say, ''Here [ am, le was hard going and painful, but
wonh it to me. I've tried to get back into the shell with what
success you can see." There are teachers in school who are
seeing my thought expressed in my face and bearing. They
(some of them) want to know the secret that they may go and
do likewise. Imagine their response should l say, "I believe
that surroundings (health, wealth, happiness) are produced by
thought and thought alone. That the thought has to be dear
and open to a bener, wiser mind than human. To keep rhe
thought dear, much if possible all human static must be tuned
out, discord) discussion of disease, expressed fear of lack etc."
So my policy from this letter on out is to keep quiet and try to
produce a few feathers first.
Children are great teachers because their thoughts
haven't yet accepted the limitation idea.
Who knows what great height Harold may be headed
for? Everyone can see his talent. He is a builder, with hands
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skilled co carry out rus ideas. The verJ:'fact t.hat.his present
business is dropping away may be the thing which 1sneeded to
head him up toward his true place. 1 heard a rumor yesterday
that they were paying our fellows in Africa $100.00 a week for
construction jobs. Temporary of course, a product of a war
world, but after all, if war is destroying msurance with on_e
hand with the ocher it is wakmg new work. The true source 1s
.ted
really. It is only our own belief, our own un~illingness and fear of change which shuts us off from tapptng the
true source.
Well, mother darling, that's enough for today. Do~•t
worry about the Garth Follettes of trus world .. I hadn't been in
the room with him three minutes before his character was
made as clear as day. You see, the intuition when used and
used becomes stronger and stronger and protects us. I shall
firush the school year and as far as [ know spend July and
August at home, reruming here in September. I cannot te~ch
in Charleston. I could write there. In September the thing
which [ am to do, which may be and quite likely, if I believe,
far better than I could plan for myself will be found. My true
place is there just waiting for me to claimit, Unttl t~e~ you'll
just have to keep your fingers crossed and know that it 1sso.
If you want more of this kind of lener with text and
verse or rather chapters and verse, let me know and I shall be
delighted.
.
.
Give my love to Jimmy and to Alice Elizabeth and
Dirk, Daddy, and Harold. You are all dear to me and your
welfare eKtremelyso.
Affeccjonately,
ChenatJt
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CHANGING THE PICTURE
Learning power is the releasing of energy within an
individual and che directing of this energy toward the absorp•
rjon and use of the vast body of knowledge, skill,and appreciacion developed by the hwnan race in the past. Leaming
itself makes the individual capable of greater happiness and
che society in which he lives a better one.
Any element which dams the spontaneous flow of this
energy either from teacher to pupil or pupil to teacher naturallyretards the progress of learning by that much and may
even cause a complete stoppage. The presence of fear, worry,
strain, and anger in the classroom are the elements which can
do real damage to the learrung power.
The teacher becomes extremely important as a person
who determines the kind of atmosphere, sets the stage, if you
will,through which this learning power is to be released and
directed. He does this by believing in striving for perfection in
his own work, in demanding the best from his pupils in their
work, and in nourisrung inquisitiveness in the minds of his
boys and girls that it may continue to grow even beyond
school days: by radiating serenity, good humor, and genuine
enthusiasm; by being neat and healthy; by presenting the
positive idea to his charges in trymg situations; and by showing a warm understanding of and respect for the other fellow
in his day-by-day dealing with his students and their parents.
If aUor even some of these qualities of the "ideal kind
of person" are not now self-evident, cheer up for they are
really there and need only to be strengthened until they can
break through bonds of strain, worry, and fear wruch have
been holding them back from the light of day. There are several steps to be taken to set free these very qualities within
yourself. This paper suggests but one.
Gose and open doors. Close the door of your classroom on any problems existing now, and leave them there not
only physically, but mentally and spirirually as well. Open the
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door of a new interest or open a long closed door of an old
one- painting, raising a family, playing a musical instrument,
gardening, cooking foreign dishes, fostering chat long
squelched desire to write a book. Whar is that secret ambition
of yours which you never hoped to realize because you
thought you didn't have the time or energy or you feared your
friends might laugh? Time and energy will grow and laughter
is a good thing for anyone, even your friends.
Now is the appointed time. If no interest presents
nself readily to yot.1ithen you must go out and find one. This
new activity,whatever it cwns out to be, must be a strong and
compelling one; so tempting you will practically run co it after

yourschooldutiesare done,so engrossingchatyou wiUhave
no time after school to recwn to your classroom in thought, so
beguiling that when you do arrive in school the next morning
you willopen your door upon a new room indeed, fuJlof children but dimly remembered and upon a day proceeding
smoothly by plans fresh and unrehearsed.
Chenault Kelly
Madison HighSchool
Circa 1937

OJildren
'sActivities,(January 1946; p. 11.)
JUST BEFORE THAT
By Chenault Kelly
Jack was a little boy who lived in a big house. It was a
nice house. But it hadn't always been a house. Once it had
been a garage, and before that it had been a barn. And before
that it had been a pile of Iwnber in a mill yard. And before
thac it had been part of a great beautiful forest.
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Jack had a cat named Thrams. Before Throrns had
come to live at Jack's house, he had lived with si.xkinens in a
big red barn on a farm. Throms couldn't remember anything
that had happened to him just before that. But he remembered his home in the red barn and how the hay tickled his
nose whenever he poked it around to see what was going on.
Jack was very fond of pets. He always bad a pet of
some sort. Before he had Thrams, he had a dog named Buffy.
And before that Jack had two pigeons named Gob and Clutter. Before that Jack had twenty-four white mice without any
names. Before the twenty-four mice without any names he
had twelve white mice. And before that he had six white mice.
And before that he had two white mice named Pinkieand

Winkie.
Just before Jack had all the white mice, he had a gray
rabbit with pink-lined ears. But before he had found a name
for the rabbit, ic ran away; so it never had a name.
But of all his pets that he had had Jack loved Throms
best. Throms would sit on Jack's desk while Jack did his
homework.
Before that Jack and Throms would sit in front of the
radio listening to Jack's favorite program. Before Jack's favorite program came on, Jack's father always listened t0 a news
broadcast. And before the news broadcast Della, Jack's big
sister, would listen co a program of dance music. And justbefore chat Jack's mother always listened to a program of recipes
for delicious dishes.
Jack's mother liked to sit and listen ro this program because at this time she was always tired. For before that she
had washed the supper dishes, and just before that she had
cooked the supper. Before that she had cleaned the back
porch, and before that she had washed the lunch dishes. And
before that she had fixed a big lunch of peanut-butter-andbrown-sugar sandwiches and milk. And before chat she had
swept and dusted the house and scrubbed the kitchen floor.
And before that she had washed the breakfast dishes. And in
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the midst of it all she had made three or four trips around the
neighborhood to find the baby, who had rt.llfl away, and bring
her home.
Before the baby had begun to walk aroW1dthe neighborhood, she had played in a pen chat Jack's father had made
for her in the back yard. Before that she had spent much of
her time in her buggy, which some member of the family
pushed up and down on the sidewalk. Jack and Throms didn't
know what the baby had done most of the time just before
that.
Throms was very happy at Jack's house. He liked Jack
very much. When Jack went to bed, Throms alwayscurled up
beside him. And at these times he looked so well-behaved
chat no one would have guessed chat he had probably just
spilled his saucer of milk. Or that just before that he had tom
a hole mthe parlor curtains, trying to climb up to look out of
the window. Or that just before that he lbad rolled Grandmother's yam under the sofa where she couldn't get it and
where it had become all tangled up. Or that just before that
Throms had knocked the best company pitcher off the sink
and broken it into seventeen pieces and goodness knows what

allJust Before That!
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Soldier
Chenault had fear, but yet she had no fear. She
wanted to undertake any project with a challenge to
it. She seemingly did not fear failing. She came
home during World War II to help her father in his
law office. His secretary had enlisted in the W ACs
after hearing the call. He could not find a replacement. So, his Emmaline, as he called her, packed her
bags and came back from the excitement of New
York City. A short time later that same recruiting
sergeant visited her Pop's office and talked this new
secretary into serving her country as an enlisted
member of the Women's Army Corps. Emmaline
went to war. She later would compile a published
book of their correspondence during a year-plus as a
stateside armed forces journalist.
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Tyndall Target, February 10. 1945
TYNDALL WAC DRAWS PORTRAITS
OF PATIENTS IN HOS PIT AL
Latest addition to U1e entertainment program for
Tyndall's hospital patients is po1trait posing for charcoal
sketches. WAC Pvt. Chenault Kelly of the Personnel Services Department is the artist who has volunteered to cheer
the patients with charcoal likenesses of themselves. Pvt
Kelly tours the wards each Thursday from 7 to 9 p.rn .. and
plans are underway lo add a Tuesday evening session depending on the number of requests Chenault receives for her
talents.
Pvt. Kelly arrived at Tyndall from Bainbridge Army
Air Field .several weeks ago, where she was a member of the
Public Relations staff. 1t was while going through basic
training at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia, that Chenault got the
idea of sketcbjng with charcoal. She improved her technique at Bainbridge, aided by her background which included art lessons by professional painters.
Chenault's explanation of her presence in a WAC
w1iform is simple. "f was helping out in my father's law office," she said, "trying to take the place of his secretary who
succumbed to the lure of WA Cs. Two weeks later the same
WAC recruiting officer sold me on the proposition.''
About her sketching, Chenault is very frank. "lt's
my firm belief that anyone can draw.'' she told a Target reporter. "and proof of that is my modest attempts. All it takes
is a pencil. paper, a model and a little nerve lo get started."
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(Article From Zoom)

1945

WOMAN'S PLACE fN THE POST-WAR WORLD
In a recent article published by Training News, a few
GI's expressed their opinion on that threadbare question of
women's place. After the War they are to "stay at home
where they BELONG" and now more than ever because it is
the DUTY of the women to make homes for men returning
from fighting on foreign soil" and "women should WILLJNGL Y LET returning soldiers have first choice on jobs in
the various industries. 11
See, here, Private 01 Joe. Whatever makes you
think by using the words "duty," "belong," and "willingly
let" you are going to accomplish your goal-persuade Sally
to stay at home and to leave industry?"
Sally feels that a home isn't home without you and
your sons. lf she has to take a job in a factory or an office or
at the peace tables in the post-war world i; order to help
protect the home she loves as much as you do. why then
she's going to take a job in a factory or an office or at the
peace tables. She's going to put off her happiness, and yours
as well, until that home is the way she wants it and she
wants you in it, you and your sons.
And it won't be a question of asking the little woman
lo WlLLlNGL Y LET you have first choice on jobs. either.
It will be who, you or she, is better at the joh.
And another thing, Joe. It's going to be just as hard
for Sally to settle down after this is all over as it is for you.
You'll have to be a very imaginative kind of guy to keep her
happy in the home where you say she BELONGS. You'll
have to make home the kind of place that a spirited gal like
Sal wants to stay in. She'll love raising babies and taking
care of you. but never as a DUTY. Just because raising ba-
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bie and taking are of you happens to b more fun Lhan any
executive job, get that J e, in the world.
o, start out by helping her. Gi e h r confidence
that you can hnndle this business of building a better world
by yourself a world where her home and children will be
afe. Assure her over and over again every ingle day that
because she i at home, you, Joe, are the fell ow who's going
t kee that home o exciting so happy and o secure that
he ...
Well. y u on't ha e to worry about ally and you
won't ha e to say 11duty11 t h r or any of that nons n e. For
if you're the kind f per n I think you are. you will be
much too smart fi r that.
- Pvt. E. . Kelly

Emmaline Goes to War by Chenault K 11
Jul 13 1944
ednesday
ening
Your letters ha e been ju t wonderful, and it is hard
to explain how much mail means in this rmy. As a matter
of fact, everything takes on an entirely different color from
the vantage point of a foot-locker. Yes, that's where I'm sitting- on my fo t-lock r to writ tfos, and though it isn't
comfortable it i mine- pan of my allotted space. 1 hope
that as my letters string ut you will not gi e up the hip but
ke p them pouring in.
I ju L returned from my last detail ( weeping out the
cla sroom) and though I till hav t wa h out and tar h a
shin and skirt, they can just wait. The laundry room is it
usual jammed and steamy self. Jt adjoin the h wer ro m.
peaking of laundry and uch, m biggest problem
in this Army is m clothes. Neatness in gen ral-all this
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business of keeping my button buttoned, my sho lace
tied, my shoes polished my nails polished and clean. my
hair combed- mak up doesn't bother me becaus I just don't
use it. There are only four ironing boards ith 100 girl to
us them. each girl having even shirts and ach shirt has a
skirt and if there is the tiniest wrinkle that mean a gig, and
a gig, "oh, best belo ed," could be shoveling coal. washing
Lhe steps, cutting th gras cleaning th boiler room· and
three gigs mean no passes on the weekend. o, since l have
oever been terribly tid lhe strain is something.
1 polish my shoe (two pairs) every night. Proc ss:
wash them with damp cloth, make up a good lather wiLh
saddle soap, let dry apply shoe polish, and then rub with
polishing cloth. I need a sho bru h- they are fre h out of
them at the PX.
My hair ha been feather-cut all over by one of the
WA here- so up to now all I do to it i shampoo and
brush igorously in every five-minute or ten-minute br a ,
first giving the shoe a swift going over. You e the shoes
must be shiny every time we lea e the barracks· so after
physical ed., after marching to clas e , th y ha e to b
tended to.
In the meantime there must be not a smidge of dust
under or on my bed. Even the slats are dusted. Th towel al
the foot of the bed must be hung just so many inches this
way or that cl thes hung in a certain ord r from I ft to right,
shirts, jack ts, utilit coat. winter coat, raincoat. housecoat.
very button buttoned every belt belted, every tie tied.
Fo t-locker spac is allotted down t the square inch.
A l aid once the Army is the pla e for any of the
go d habit ever learned in civilian life. and taking care of
my per on and my clothes will be one f the lessons esp cially form .
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September 26. I 944
Dear Mother.
All the letters, enclosed and otherwise. arrived yesterday and I just enjoyed them so. It was exactly like being
at home for almost half an hour, for that's how long it took
me to read and re-read them. Yes, I did receive Dirk's most
interesting letter. and 1 am going to answer it soon.
I sent one of the pictures to Aunt Nannie by way of
Uncle David and enclosed a copy of Training News which
carried the Service Club Evening story. As soon as I receive
her address I will put her on my growing mailing list for a
copy of Zoom regularly. I sent Laura and Joe a picture and
Aunt Helen one, too. This may come out in the Tribune- if
the recruiting outfit in Chicago thinks that there are enough
Tribunes sold in our part of Illinois to warrant it; so watch
out for one. The Courier also has a copy of the picture. If
you want another picture, if Alice or Dirk wants one, ask
Mr. Weir to give one of them his when he is through with it.
Yes, I still want my letters from Basic. And you can
keep the oil colors for as long as you want them. If you are
not using the water colors, paper, and brushes send them
along together with the German grammar- a red book with
black back. You see, the problem is to keep occupied in a
positive way. The movies pall although l go here at camp at
least three times a week. I have a French class every
Wednesday which is fun and to which there is a story. I decided I wanted to brush up on my French especially since r
wrote on my questionnaire that I could read the language.
Well, when l went over to Special Services they said, "If
you'll get up a class, you can study French." I got up not
only one class but two, beginning and advanced. /\nd I did
it with the greatest of ease. We have a dandy teacher- who
teaches free, of course, Sgt. Henry Bushway- and we have
in the beginning class about fifteen earnest students who
listen for two hours straight. That is one of the reasons why
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t came to the attention of the Major and another Major who
I haven't met but who called Special Services as soon as the
French class notice appeared in post notes to congratulate
them for getting it started. (They'd tried and tried in the past
with no success.) Someone told them I had done it. But
that's beside the point- and 1 got off my subject.
I don't care to go to town and have r,elatively little
money lo spend- and don't see anything I want to buy- and
oh yes, no men as yet to take up the spare time. There are
plenty of men around, but I'm particular and the officers are
more my age. Well. enough of that.
I've decided not to do a thing about getting to be an
officer. I'm far too happy just where I am. So I'm letting the
whole thing ride. Lots oflove and take care of each other.
P.S. When my picture was being taken, the entire office,
including the Captain. were standing around and trying to
get me to grin. You can see by the picture how successful
they were. Had another complete physical the other day!
This A1my sure is vigilant.

August 1S, 1945
Dear Mother and Pop,
I just signed my release from the Army. Hope it is
all right with you. Remember, J said I'd stay until the current history was completed, and then I'd go to Montgomery
to see what, if anything. was in the offing elsewhere in the
line of advancement? Well, I just decided that no matter
what could be offered, that J had had enough of Anny
Life- anyway you slice it. Just enough.
Enjoyed it.
Learned a lot. But [ feel that I'm not needed. They are letting us oldsters go-Maj. Craig just stopped in a few min-
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utes ago, and he and 1 shook hands as civilians-he's 44 and
is receiving a discharge, or already has.
The release will take from two weeks to a month to
go through. Instead of going to Montgomery, f went over to
Jacksonville on a little tour- just touring. Thought I'd better
get a look at another part of the country- of this country.
In the past two weeks I've received private first class
stripes, corporal stripes, and the Good Conduct Medalwhich is enough to bow out with. Joe Park was a corporal
in the last war, and I'm glad that l hold the same rating as he.
The War news is certainly encouraging. Incidentally, my post-War plans are very simple: just stay home
and loll for quite awhile; help at office and home; drive
Mrs. Marshall's car; and be a little lazy- because to tell you
the truth, l'm ready to stop being at a certain place at a certain time.
There is no other news. Sorry not to have written
any more than I have, but we have been busy here, and my
mind has been divided considerably (which never makes for
good writing).
Let me know if you approve of my action. Give the
boys my love.
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Artist
As a youth, Chanault studied music and art. She always went to her teachers to learn. She did well as a
string ensemble and fullorchestra member and as an
artist of eventually the impressionist school. She
took satisfaction in and promoted the achievements
of her many young and older artistic friends with
whom she had many delightful moments as a student
and a professional. The cultural scene of Charleston
was certainly not embryonic because of Chenault.
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RETROSPECTIVE
When Carl Shull asked me to show some of my paintings at the Booth Library, he suggested we might call it a "Retrospective." I liked that title because I have dabbled at painting off and on since 1940- here and there squeezed in between doing other things- earning degrees, teaching school,
writing advertising copy, serving in the Air Force, and so on.
My first teacher was Paul Sargent right here in
Charleston. I still have and use one of his paint boxes which
he made for us and for which he charged only a dollar. We
could carty two 12x16boards in the lid, set the box on our lap,
open it up to reveal a palene and were ready to paint away. As
often as not, Mr. Sargent would set up his box and paint along
with us.
He really didn't use the palette to mi.x his colors on,
but would load his brushes (several of them) with pure colors- red, green, yellow, white- and go directly to the canvas- thereby setting off a kind of vibration of reflected
light- in fall foliage, in clouds or in snow.
All of us tried to copy his W'irfwith often disappointing
degrees of success. My efforts are represented by the Old
Dam on the Ambraw, Campus Birches, Clouds, Old River
Bridge, and Doc Yak's Slough.
One summer in the sixties I joined Emily Nash Smith's
class in her studio on a high hill overlooking Lake Leelanau in
Michigan. Mrs. Smith did mix her colors on the palette, used
one or two brushes per painting, and taught us underpainting.
Out of her class came Petit Bouquet, Flowers, and Still Life.
Then there was the summer I was allowed free of
charge as a senior citizen to join a couple of classes at Northwestern Michigan College in Traverse City. Here I tried to
paint with a palette knife- Refraction- and directly from a

figure- Anna.
In the last three summers I've attended Adventures in
Art at Allerton Park. Here for one week some 120 of us ladies
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MY STUDIO
Chenault Kelly built in the 1960s a small house north and next lo the Kelly
residence at 820 Sixth Street in Charleston. Her art studio was included. She
painted this interpretation of her studio there. She included in the painting a self
portrait, her favorite hats, and representative works.

7b, Cdl«,io, rfA /ia E1wbt,J, Tdk
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OLD RlVER BRIDGE
OieruiultKellyand others took paintinglessonsfrom nativePaul Sari;cnt,a local and
regionalpainterwho wason the Eastern art faculty. He often took his srudentSout to the
onzinalEmbarrasRiver dam and bridgebecauseof its strong lines. Oienault's painting
reflectsSargent'searlyinlluenceon her work. He was her first art teacher.

MY OLD KENTUCKYHOME
J.Y. Kellyand Alice~beth ChenaultKellywere~ran.splamed
Kentuckiansto Illinois
who neverlost couchwith the old homestead. Thetr daughterEmma Chenaultshared
their love of the South and their roots. Over the yearsshe paintedseveralviewsof the
Kellyhouse in Georgetown,Kentucky,includingthis rear view.

Th<Qii«nu, r/A/ia £1;,,,J,,J,Tdk
CAMPUSBIRCHES
The later influenceof Paul Sargenton ChenaultKellyis exemplifiedby her interpretation
of the birchesin from of Old Main at Eastern. For a one-personshow on the Eastern
campus,she wrote: •All of us tried to copy his (PaulSargent's)style with often disappointingdegreesof success." Followinghis example,she often did not use the paletteto
mix her colorsbut wouldload her brushes (severalof them) with pure colorsand go
directlvto the canvas.

Th<Ct:Jl,amrf Alia EJwbt,h Tdk

ISLE OF SPRING,MAINE
For most of her lifewherever EmmaChenaultKellyuavded, she wouldtake her paincs
and artist box made for her by Paul Sargent. 'Thisoil representsa trip to staywith
friendson the Isle of Springin Maine. Other collectorshaveother paintingsmade by
her whilethere.

Emma Chenault Kelly's favorites of her art work were these paintings of Flowers. She studied water color painting under Emily Nash Smith in Michigan, as
shown by this still life.

Still life flowers were a favorite of Emma Chenault Kelly. She painted this one for
long time friend Frances McColl in early 1950.

CARMANHALLAS IT WASORIGINAILY
EmmaChenaultKellyset up her artist easelthroughoutCharlestonto capture many
differentscenes. Thi~pamungwas_done at what is now the siteof CarmanHall on the
campusof Eastern Illino1S
Uruversity.The fannlandscenewas a favorite. The influence of PaulSargentcan be seen here.

11,cCdl«,iq,<{Dan~

NA1URE'SARRANGEMENT
In the June 25, 1985,Ow{estmTrmes-C<Mrier,
a blackand white photo bvstaff photogra·
f>herJoel Dexterappearedthat "caughtthe fancy"of ChenaultKelly. The arrangementof
i:heflowersand ties suggestedlinesto put on a canvas. She lookedupon Mr. Dexter's
ph?tographas a work of art itself. ~ particularinterpretation(1987)hung in the exhibmon of her works at CharlestonCity I-bll.

'Tb,OJl,ax,, rf Alra:ElizablhTolk
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INDIANABARNI
A favoritesubjectof EmmaChenaultKellywasthe barns on the fann of her friendand
colleagueGertrudeHendrixof Indiana. Above is one of severalinterpretationsshe
panned down throughthe years. A numberof Kellycollectorshave "IndianaBarns.·

COLESCOUNIY COURTHOUSE
In the last period of her painting,.EmmaChenaultKellywasaskedby her sister Alice
ElizabethTolle to do an oil of the ColesCounty Coun House. TI,e nearbybuildingbad a
specialmeaningto the Kellydaughtersbecausetheir father bad servedthere. MissKelly
wasinfluencedby the instructorsat the Universityof IllinoisAdventuresin An at Allerton
Park when she paintedColesCountyCourt House.

lived and painted morning, noon, and night uninterrupted except for three gourmet meals- (trout stuffed with shrimp, for
example) served hotel style in what was formerly the carriage
house of the mansion.
Here we were encouraged to go our own way in whatever mediwn we wanted- water color, charcoal, pencil, ink,
oil. Still life and outdoor scenes mostly. Four and five teachers from the University of Illinois were on hand to help us
withour problems and give final critiques of our work
I chose to sketch fellow painters at their easels and
rework several paintings left unfinished from previous summers. The only one in this selection from the Allerton Park
experience is the Young Painter.
Sometime in between I've had a couple of classes with
Ou-1 Shull and one with Olga Durham. Dr. Shull had us
struggling to turn unorganized conglomerates of roots,
sprouts, mushrooms, bulbs into selective and artistic compositions pencil and charcoal. Degree of success depended entirely upon our own selves- no pretty scenes set up by
Mother Nature. Difficult, and like most difficult things, good
for me.
Now I'm studying once again in Charleston. This time
with one of Carl Wilen's lifedrawing classes. Also difficult but
also good for me.
All the rest of the entries in this retrospective are
paintings of places where I happened to be and of places and
people I liked in Michigan, Maine, New Jersey, Indiana, Kentucky, and Illinois.
Come to think of it, these paintings are some views of
my life in retrospect.
by Chenault Kelly, 1980
Gift of Emma Ch,na,,/t K•l/y to East<m/lli11oi.,U11i,-,rs/ty

PERSIANMOSQUERUG
In 1974 EmmaChenaultKelly purchaseda rug for her studio from a local used
furniturestore in Charlestonfor 15 dollars. It turned out to be a valuable Oriental rug: an antiqueTabriz 13,18Persian mosque rug dating from the early
1800s. The inscriptionfrom the Koran: "Allah be praised, there is no god but
God." The rug now hangs in the stairwell of the Grand Ballroomof the Martin
Luther King Memorial UniversityUnion of Eastern Illinois University.
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Scholar

(Wmio-!=4 l'JQ}
EmmaChenaultKelly,servedas :>dvisor
(=itcr from)of SigmaT:iuDelea,English
Honorary.

In the academic world the mandatory achievement
of a doctorate is a hurdle that Chenault did not
necessarily agree with, but her interest in symbolic
logic and innovative classroom teaching of the
English language led to grammar exercises using
symbolism. The result: her doctorate from New
York University. She more than held her own
with colleagues in the areas of transformational
grammar and symbolic logic. She was a master of
words and their usage and inspired others to do
research.
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In che High and Far-Off Times, the ·ngli h eacher,
0 Be t Beloved, had no modem method of sentence anal si . He ha only an old-fashion d bunglesorne bulgy
method as clumsy
a boot, hat he could wriggle about
from one ide of th classroom to the other· but he could
not get his students- and by studen )
e t Beloved I
mean the gifted and the ungifted- to sp ak, read, or chink
better with it.
But there was one ngli h reacher- a non-conformist English teacher- who was full of insatiabl curio icy,and
chat means he asked ever so many questions. And he lived in
onh America, and he filled all North
merica with his
insatiable curiosity. He asked the t ll Engli h teacher in the
next room why he caught her students the parts of a
sentence.
nd the tall tea her in the next room said, "So
The Elephant's Child." Just So Stories.
One of the most fa cinating problem. facmg English leuchers i how to
find way of employing 111 the dos room the findmgs of the semantici t •
and th ·tr11c111ral
Linguists. All those who keep up with !he profession
are aw re that . omething important ,s brewmg. but the , are not quite
sure what ,1 is or what it I ill become. Miss Kell. , who is assistant
pro/es ·or of Engft. h ut Eastern lllinms 101 College. doesn't claim to
have the answers, but he , • making some interesting and signific nt
c.xplr;rations. Thefir t if her two anicles in thi. i ue wa delivered us
a 1alk m /asl fall's /ATE meeling. and e...\·tendsa lively invitation 10
Engli.~hteachers to encourage their "in 1tiabl c11riosilv." The second
arti I , written expre sly for reader. of The Bulletin, i • necessaril • nor
eas reading, bur II is one of the few avoilable articles that suggest.
ways-or pas ible ways-of combining in the classroom what 1he
semantlci.H und the stnJctural lmgw ·1 are di~·covering.
•
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grade teacher across the hall, "Wh t j the object of
classifying?" nd the eighth grade teacher across the hall
said, " o chat students can tell which pronoun to use- for
e, ample the pronouns she and her." He asked a broadminded speaker at the NCTE meeting (she was not from his
school) how she taught her student of grammar standard
usage.
ad the broad-minded speaker at the NCTE
meeting said, 11My who teaches formal grammar any morel
I just correct ea h student when he makes the wrong choice
d wait for him to feel a need. 11 And she looked down her
nose at the non-conformist ngli h teacher and sniffed. Bue
still he was full of insatiable curiosity. He asked questions
about everything he saw, or heard, or read· and all the
English teachers dmonished him. And till h w s full of
insatiable curiosity.
One fine morning in the middle of the Precession of
che Equinoxes this non-conformist English teacher asked a
fine new question that he had never ked before. He aid
"What makes the General Semanticist so big and strong?"
Then e erybody said, 'Hush!" in a loud and dretful tone,
and they waved pointers at him immediately and directly
and they admonished him and shook their heads, without
stopping for a long rime.
By and by, when that was finished he came upon a
Scientific Linguist sitting in the middle of a structural thorn
bush, and said, "All my colleaglles have waved their pointer
at me and have admonished me for my insatiable curiosit ;
and still I want ro know what makes the General Semanticist so big and strong?"
The Sciemifi Linguist said, in a mournful cry, ''Go
to the high halls of learning at a great grey-green universiry
all set about with skyscrapers and find out."
That very next morning, when there was nothing
left of the Equinoxes, be ause the Precession had preceded
according ro precedent this non-conformis English teacher
took a hundred pounds of book (the heavy weight ki11d),
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a~d a hundred pounds <?ftyping paper (the long white
kind), ~nd seventeen pencils (the yellow lead kind), and said
to aJIhis dea~ colleagues, "Good-bye. I am going ro rhe high
halls of learrung at a great grey-green university all set about
with skyscrapers to find oul what makes the General
Semanticist so big and strong." And chey all admonished
him once more for luck although he asked them most politely to stop.
Then he went away, a little warm, but not at all
astonished, reading the heavy weight books and throwing
away the pages he could not understand.
He went from Chestine Gowdy's English Grammar
to Jespersen's Philosoplry of Grammar, and from the
Philosophy of Grammar he went east by north to the
Meaning of Meaning by Ogden and Richards, The Structure of
English by Charles Fries, "A New Clue to Transfer," by
Gertrude Hendrix, and An Inquiry into Meaning and Tmth
by B~rtrand Russell till at last he came to the high halls of
learning at a great grey-green university all set about with
skyscrapers, precisely as the Scientific Linguist had said.
Now you must know and understand, 0 Best
Beloved, chat till that very week, and day, and hour, and
minute this non-conformist English teacher had never seen a
General Semanticist and did not know what one was like.
It was all his insatiable curiosity.
The fuse thing that he found was a bi-valued Symbolic Logician all curled up on a truth table.
"'Scuse me," said non-conformist English teacher
most politely, 11but have you seen such a thing as a General
Semancicist in these promiscuous parts?"
"Have I seen a General Semanticist?'' said the bivalued Symbolic Logician in a voice of drecful scorn. "What
will you ask me next?"
"'Scuse me/ said rhe non-conformist English
teacher, "but could you kindly tell me what makes him so
big and strong?''
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Then the bi-valued Symbolic Logician uncoiled
himself from the truth table and admonished him with his
sharp, sharp tongue and shook his head.
"This is odd," said the non-conformist English
teacher, "because the tall teacher in the next room and the
eighth grade teacher across the hall, not to mention the
broad-minded speaker at the NCTE meeting who doesn't
belong to our school, have all admonished me and have
shaken their heads at me for my insatiable curiosily- and I
suppose chis is the same thing."
So he said good-bye very politely to the bi-valued
Symbolic Logician, and helped hoist him up on the truth
cable again, and went on a little warm, but not at all
astonished, reading books and throwing away the pages he
could not understand, till he came to what he thought was a
paper hanger standing on an abstraction ladder and singing
over and over again, "The word is not the thing; the word
is not the thing."
But it was real!y the General SemanticiS'I.,0 Best B~
loved, and the General Semanticist waved his arm like this
co demonstrate vertical stratification.
'"Scuse me," said the non-conformist English teacher
most politely, "but do you happen to have seen a General
Semanticist in these promiscuous pans?"
Then the General Semanticist waved the other arrn
ljke this to demonstrate horizontal stratification and shook
his head in the non-elemental elements and the nonconformist English teacher stepped back most politely
because he did not want to be admonished again.
"Come hither, Little One," said the General Semancicist. "Why do you ask such things?"
"'Scuse me," said the non-conformist English teacher
most politely, "but all my colleagues have admonished me
and including rhe bi-valued Symbolic Logician, with the
precise and sharpened tengue, just up the way, who
admonishes harder than any of them; and so, if it's quite all
the same to you, I don't want to be admonished any more."
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"Come hither, Linle One,'' said the General Semanticist, "for I am the General Semanticist," and he flashed his
non-identity button to show that it was true.
Then the English teacher grew all breathless, and
panted, and put one foot on the ladder of abstraction and
said, "You are the very person I have been looking for all
these long days. What makes you so big and strong?"
"Come hither, Little One," said the General Semanticist, "and 1'11
whisper."
Then the English teacher put his head close to the
General Semanticist's musky, rusky mouth and the General
Semanticist said, "All day long I pull people up this ladder
of abstraction, and today I think I shall begin with you."
And the General Semanticist caught him by his oldfashioned method of sentence analysis which up to that very
week, day, hour, and minute, had been no bigger than a
boot, though much more useful.
At this, the English teacher was much annoyed, for
you must know and understand, 0 Best Beloved, that
alchough from rime to time the English teacher had been
impatient with his old-fashioned method of sentence
analysis, still he had had it ever since he was a child, and he
did not want to part with it. So he said, "Let go[ You are
hurtig by grabbatical systub."
Then the bi-valued Symbolic Logician scuffled down
from the truth table and said, "My young friend, if you do
not now, immediately and instantly, pull as hard as ever
you can, it is my opinion that your comrade with the
structural differential (and by this he meant the General
Semanticist) will jerk you up the ladder of abstraction
before you can say Jack Robinson."
This is the way the bi-valued Symbolic Logicians
always talk.
Then the English teacher sat back on hjs haunches,
and pulled, and pulled, and pulled, and his theory of
sentence analysis began to stretch.
And the General
Semanticist climbed steadily up the ladder of abstraction and
he pulled, and pulled, and pulled.
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And the English teacher's grammar system kept on
stretching; and the English teacher used all his mind _ar_id
pulled, and pulled, and pulled; and the General Se1:1ant1c1st
kept reach-ing higher and higher levels of abstraction, and
he pulled, and pulled, and pulled and at each pull the
English teacher's grammar theory grew longer and longerand it hurt him hijjus!
Then the English teacher felt his feet leavi,:ig terra
firma and be said through his grammar theory which was
now nearly five feet long, "This is t~o but~ _forbe."
Then the bi-valued Symbolic Logician came down
from the Truth Table, and knotted himself in a doubleclove-hitch around the English teacher's feet and said, "Rash
and inexperienced traveler, we will now seriously d:vote
ourselves to a little high and mental tension, beca~e 1£v:e
do not, it is my impression that yonder self-propelling aenal
acrobat with the non-Aristotelian point of view [and by
th.is, O Best Beloved, he meant the General Semaniticist]
will vitiate your future career."
.
. .
That is the way all bi-valued Symbolic Log1CJans
always talk.
So he pulled, and the English teacher pulled, and the
General Semanticist pulled; but the English teacher and the
Symbolic Logician pulled hardest; and at last the General
Semanticist let go of the English teacher's method of
sentence analysis with a plop you could hear all up and
down the high halls of learning.
Then the English teacher sat down most hard and
sudden· but first he was careful to say "Thank you,'' to the
bi~valu~dSymbolic Logician; and next he was kind co his
poor pulled grammar theory and wrapped it all up in red
tape and hung it in the shade of a skyscraper to cool.
"What are you dotng that for?" asked the bi-valued
Symbolic Logicjan.
'"Scuse me," said the English teacher, "but my
grammar theory is badly out of shape, and I am waiting for
it to shrink."
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"Then you will have to wait a loug time," said the
Symbolic Logician. "Some people do not know what is
good for them."
The English teacher sat there for three years waiting
for his grammar system to shrink. But it: never grew any
shorter, and, besides it made him think! For, 0 Best
Beloved, you will see and understand that the General
Semanticist had pulled it out into a really modern and
comprehensive system of sentence analysis same as all
English teachers have today.
At the end of the third year, a verbalized problem
full of "if ... then's," "and so's,'' ''therefore's," and "buts"
came along and stung him on the shoulder, and before he
knew what he was doing he lifted up that new system of his
and solved the problem in a trice.
'"Vantage number one!" said the Symbolic Logician.
"You couldn't have done that with a mere-smear system of
sentence analysis. Try and read a little now.''
Before he thought what he was doing, the English
teacher picked up one of the heavy-weight books he had
thrown away because be could not underStand it, dusted it
clean against his shirt sleeve, and read the book from cover
to cover, understanding all he wanted to understand of it.
'"Vantage number two!" said the Symbolic Logician.
"You couldn't have done that with a mere-smear method of
sentence analysis. Now how would you like co teach
children to pick out subjectsand direct objects?"
"'Scuse me," said the English teacher. "I should not
like that at all."
'"Vantage number three," said che bi-valued Symbolic Logician. ''You won't ever need to with that new
system of yours. Now, how would you ]ike to teach your
students how to read and write and think clearly?"
"I should like chat very much, indeed," said the
English teacher.
"Well, you will find that new system of sentence
analysis of yours very useful to teach people how to
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verbalize their concepts and to interpret the verbalized
concepts of others."
"Thank you," said the English teacher, "I'll
remember thati and now I think I'll go home to all my dear
students and try."
So the English teacher went home across North
America frisking and whisking his new method of sentence
analysis. One dark evening he came back to all his dear
colleagues, and hecoiled up his new method and said, "How
do you do?"
They were very glad to see him and immediately
said, "Come here and be admonished for your insatiable
curiosity."
.
.
.
11
"Pooh " said the non-confornust English teacher. I
don't chink y~u people know anything about admonishing;
but I do and I'll show you."
Then he uncurled his new system for teaching
sentence forms and knocked two of his dear colleagues head
over heels.
"O Participles!" said they, "Where did you learn that
crick and what have you done to your grammar system?"
' "I got a new one in the high halls of learning at a
great grey-green universiry all set about with skyscrapers,"
said tbe English teacher.
.
.
"It looks very ugly,'' said the tall teacher 1n the next
room.
"It does " said the English teacher. "But it is very
useful. Come ;o my classroom tomorrow, and I will show
you what I can do with it."
So the next day, all the teachers crowded into the
English teacher's classroom to watch a lesson. Instead of
man-ipulating words like direct object,_
auxiliary verb, and
preposition-words rarely seen outside of a grammar
classroom- the children were studying the effect upon
sentences of such words as each, all, if... then, a, and thewords they had to use or read ove~ and over again inside of
all kinds of classrooms and outside as well. Instead of
parsing, the students were studying four simple but strange
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looking non-verbal symbol clusters that looked for all the
world like the formulas they were accusromed to in
chemistry. mathematics, and physics. Instead of learning
untrustworthy rules such as "the object is the undergoer of
the acL," the. children wer: discovering the difference
betwee!1asser1:1onand den?tatton, between reasoning. They
were dtScovermg that attnbutes classify, chat relations may
be symmetrical or asymmetrical, that some sentences have
truth value and others do not, that che word is has four
entirely different duties; and that furthermore, all this
knowledge was valuable to them everywhere they went.
Wheneve~ the non-conformist English teacher had time, he
sho~ed l~s stud~nts how to use the non-verbal symbols in
solvmg simple lmle problems of deduction and inference.
An~ wh~never he wished to teach standard usage, he let his
pupils _d1scoverfor thei:nse~veswhat co use by applying the
Hendrix delayed verbalization theory of learning.
Well, things grew so exciting in that classroom of
lan~age study, that all _hisdear colleagues went off one by
one m a hurry to the high haUs of learning to acquire new
systems of sentence analysis. When they came back
nobody admonished anybody any more; and ever since tha~
dar, 0 Best Beloved, all English teachers you will ever see,
besides all th?se t~at you won't, have sentence analysjs
methods preasely J1ke the method of rhe non-conformist
English teacher with the insatiable curiosity.
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FOUR SENTENCE FORMS
AND THEIR RELATION TO THE
TEACHING OF ENGLISH
By Chenault Kelly
Our presentgrammar,as it is taughtw,th artificialclassifications
and gratu1to11s
constmctums,is basedon obvio11s
mmmdersumdmgsof the
stmctureof language. We shouldlike lo hopethat the reSt1iLs
of symbolzc
logicwt/I someday, in cheform of a modernizedgrammar,find £heirway
into elemenl4ryschools.
HANS REICHENBACH, ElementsofSymboliclogic(1947'J

Although "obvious misunderstandings of the structure of language" are not peculiar to grammarians, the sentiment expressed by one of the most able philosophers of his
time has promp(ed at least one teacher of English to attempt
a reorganization of "our present grammar" based upon "the
results of symbolic logic." The material in this paper
represents an incomplete sketch of the work in progress.
ln order to understand the structure of language in
the sense that modem logicians desire, we must first understand the nature of four sentence forms. Now sentence
forms are not sentences any more than essay fonns are
essays, short story forms are short stories, sonnet forms,
sonnets. Sentence forms and sentences are like blueprints
and houses, musical scores and concerts, recipes and cakes,
paper patterns and silk dresses. They are patterns for
forming sentences and nor the sentences formed from
following those patterns. We could say that sentence forms
are composed of word variables such that when these word
variables are replaced by words, the results are sentences.
In current linguistic discourse, there are at least
three ways of describing sentence forms or stating sentence
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formation rules- traditional, structural, 1 and statemental.2
One. of the traditional rules for forming sentences in the
English \anguage, [or example, is fulfilled by a series of four
wor~, first an article, second a substantive third a verb of a
cer1;am I~ , ~d four:c~an adjective. If we replacethe word
v~nables m this traditional sentence form with words, we
will h~ve a entence: e.g., 1he book is green. The corresponding tructural sentence form determines th t a series of
four words first a functional word, Group A second a
word, Class I, third a form word, Class II, fourth a
form wor~, Class ill constitute a sentence.
The
corresponding statemental semence form is a cluster of
sym~ols- fx. The sentence, 17w book is green, satisfies the
requirements of all three sentence form cion rules cited
above- traditional, structural, staternental.
Statemental rules are both more and less exacting in
their 1emands than either of the other cwo. As an ex mple
of their exactness, let us obse~e the effect upon the origin I
sample sentence, The book is green, when one word i
replaced_by ~?ther .. When the definite article is replaced
by the _mdefmtte amcle, the re ulting sentence A book is
green v10lates the statemental rule, f • it does not violate
either_the traditi~nal or t~e. structur~ rule. Again, if the
asserting ele~ent 10 the or~gmal sample sentence is replaced
by an asserting element 10 the past tense, the resulting
sentei:ce, The book ~as gree': violates only the statemencal
rule; tt does not Vlolate either of the other rwo. The
statemental rule is restrictive then, in he sense ch c the
word for _the variable symbolized by the letter x must be
accomparned
the definite article or its semantic
equivalent, ~-g, tbis, that_,a p~oper name; and
the word
for the vanable symbolized m the sentence form by the
form

1)

by

2)

harles C. Fries, Tiu:Strucwre of English. New York: I lnr oun Brace
and Company, 1952.
: Th ruleswhich I have called "statemenlal"are derived from the work of
various philosophers: Bertrand Russell, Rudolf Carnap, Hans Reich•
enbach.
1

position of x as a subscript off must be is or i semantl
equivalent e.g., seems, appears.
The ways in which statemental rule are less exacting
than cheir structural and traditional counterparts can be
illu crated by composing certain other variations of the
sample sentence, The book is green-variations which are
permissible under the terms of the taternemal rule, only.
1. That book i green.
2. The book which is che third from the end
the
econd shelf on the north wall of the library i
green.
The first book is green.
4. Huckleberry Finn is a green book.~
5. The book is dark green.
6. Green is the book.
7. This is green book.
of

What is the nature of all of the se en sentences
which we composed according to the specific tions in the
form f ? the language of tradition l grammar, we s
t
their as erting elements are in the third person, singular
number, present tense; and that all of che sentences are
statements or declarative (indicative) sentences. In the
language of scien ific linguisti
we say that all of the
sentences contain exactly the same word (combination of
letters i-s, or combination of phonemes I-z) and that chi
particular word never begins the emence but alway
occupies a middle position separating two other words
which, with the exception of Sentences 4, 6, and 7, also
occupy relatively the same position in the sentences. In the
language of pure semantics, we say that the sentences are
bout a particul r individual, which is sometime denoted
by a des riptive phrase and sometimes by a proper name·
In

y

th.

L ter we shall see that the position of x on a lower level than/ makes a
on of diagramof the two con ecutive lev Is of abstractionwhich must be
presentin all sentencesoft.his fonn.
In entence 4 lh individualdenoted by phrases suet\ as "lhi book." or
"that book" can also be denoted by proper nan1e.

1

1

3

chat the individual in question has a certain propeny
( ttribute) or belongs to a certain class- a class or attribute
designated in each case by the word green· and that the
entences are of the kind that can be tested for truth value.
o say that a sentence has "truth value" means that the
sentence mu t be true or false. A sentence is facrually true if
conditions in the real universe are as asserted in the
entence. A sentence is false if conditions i□ the real
univer e are not as stated in the sentence (the book in
question, for instance upon observation rums out to be
yellow).
If all of the stat ments we use to describe our
universe were of the Thisbook is greenvariety, there would
be no need to study the nature of any sentence form other
than f~. Su h however, i not the case. We actually use, in
onver ation as well as cientific di course, at least three
other kinds of statements, statements such as '"fl1isbook is
"TheJungleBook,11A bookis afriend, and There(not m aning
place) is a book. Analy is of thes , mple sentences upon
structural or traditional lines would not reveal how
different in meaning each sentence is from the other . Only
an understanding of che nature of th ir underlying forms
can make differences in meaning clear. Let us ee how
diUerent the sentence forms for the last three statements are:
= y (x) (f ➔gJ 1 and (3 x) (f,.• gx ... nJ. ln the following
pages, the nature of each one of these forms which together
with the fir t one mentioned (fJ make four in all, is briefly
discussed· nd the possibility of their use in the teaching of
English, considered. But before proceeding further, we
hould look at some of the evidence supporting Reichenbach 's statement that there have been "obvious misunderstandings of the structure of language."
The literan1re of the General Semanticists5 provides
several examples, but only a few will be m ntion d here.
Hayakawa, for in tance, criticizes modern logicians for

llin~isinthefollowing
entenceth "isofidencity": "This
is (pointing to Bo ie) ~.cow.".6 Si~ce}ogicians do not call
chat particular is the 1s of 1d~nt1ty, he has 1) used _an
inappropriate ex mple or ~) m1 1 bele~ the particular ts.
The is Hayakawa's 1l1ust~tt~e s~.nt~nce~scalled by modern
}ogici ns the "is of pred1cat_1on since 1t op~rates bet w en
cwo disttnct conse u.tivelogical levels, one bemg the level of
th individual denoted by the word this; th other, th le el
of clas of individuals designated by th . ord group, a
cow. This cliffrence in levels of abstr_ uon shows. up
}early when the words are replaced by logical symbols: 1.e.,
by C , where the capital letter C stand for the class
desig~ated by the phrase "a cow,"and the lower case t stands
for the word this. If Hayaka a had composed the ~ent nee
Thi is Bossie h would h ve accurately fulfilled the
requirement ~f the sentence form which calls for the is of
identity. Here the is oferates on only one level of
bstraction- che1object leve or the "point-at-able" level. l?
chis sentence there is only one referent, but th referent 1s
denoted by c'wowords, one of which is a proper name and
the other of which has the force of a proper name. T~e
logical symbol cluster devised by logician to represent th1
sentence not only onveys the meaning of i~entity b)'. the
use of the identity ign common to mathemac1calequations,
but also conveys the sing1e-levelnessof the terms by means
of the linear arrangement of th~ symbols: >:= y.
Confusion of gr mmat1cal a.nd log1cal aspects of the
four is's is apparent in the work of Irving Lee. Four of the
sample sentences Lee use II to illust~a.teea0 of four is's_areas
follows: "He is reading, (an auxiliary in the forma 10n of
tenses); "He is mo t charitable/ (isof P:edication); "Joe.is a
radical," (1sof identity); and "The capitol of the U.S. ts at
W hington, D.C." (is of exi tence).7 All four of the ample
"The Meaning of emantics," Readings /01 Our TimL's. edited by Harold
e~ York: GiM and company, 1942, p. 378.
1 Language Habits in Human Affairs
I!\ York: Harper and Bothe , I?49,
pp. 228-2 7. See als Korzybski,. c1e11ceand. a11ity. Lakeville,Connecucut:

0

Blodgettand Burges John n.
' .I. Hayakawa, Hugh Walpole, tuart base, Irving J. Lee. Wendell
Johnson, and others. all f hom trace !heir ancestry, semanticallyspeaking 10
Alfred Korzybski.avoweddevotee of on-Aristotelian ystems.
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The on-Aristotelian ibrary Publishing ompan . 1933,pp. 408409.

enc~nces are of the two-level type· that is, they fulfill
requuemems for one and only one of the logical sentence
for~s:- (. Every is in the four sampl emences should be
class1f1ed,therefore as an is of predication.
Hayakawa's Abstr~ction ~adder 8 which was adapted from the Structural Differential of A. Korzyb k_j provides a econd point of difference between the two schools
of. thought- General Semantics and symbolic logic. Let us
skip the two lowest parts of the diagram and start with the
word ''Bossie" {the proper name for a particular observed
cow) and continue on up through the o-calJed five levels
represented in the diagram. Arranged in laundry list style
we have then

ETC.
5) "wealth"

4) ''assets"
3) 0 farm assets"
2) "livestock"
1) "cow .,
0) "Bossie"
Now let us design another ladder of abstraction- one that
could have come from symbolic logic. It, too, begins with
the proper name, "Bossie."
ETC.
2) "herd"
I) "cow"
0) "Bossie"
By co1!1-paring the two ladders one might draw the
conclusmn that che General Semantic ladder is much taller
hence has more l.evelsthan does the logical one. But such i;
not the case. The levels of ab traction in the series derived
from symbolic logic go one step higher than those pictured
K

lan.~uage in Action. New York: IJarcourtBraceand ompany t939, p.

126.
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in the General Semantic ladder. Pictorially, the General
emantic ladder of ab traction hou1d look like chi :

1)"cow"

t) ''assets"

1)"livestock" 1) "farm asset "
1) "wealth" 0) "Bossie"

1fsentences are formed out of pairs of words in the
General Semantic eriesi we have Bossieis a cow, a bonafuie
rwo-level assertion, individual to class of individuals; A cow
is livestock, which asserts that one class is a sub-class of
another, class to cl s· Livestock is a Jann asset, which also
asserts that one lass is a ub-class of another, class to las ;
Farm assetsare assets1 which is another single level, class to
class assertion. and so on.
ow let us see by way of contrast, sentences formed
from pairs of words in the three-level abstraction ladder
pictured- the ladder based upon results of symbolic logic.
Bossieis a cow. Individual, to cl.ss of individuals.
0-1

That collection of cows is a herd. Class, to class of
classes of individuals. (1-2). It is wrong to say, "A cow is a
herd. 11
Logical le els of abstraction, then, begin with proper
names or descriptions of individuals, and proceed from
there to classes or attributes of individuals, and from there
to classes of classes of individuals,9 and so on indefinitely.
One of the easiest ways to test whether or not
sentences belong to the two-level abstraction or the onelevel sub-classification kind is to apply the syllogism Lest.
Syllogisms result in conclusions whi h are not valid if more
than two logical le els are designated by the components.

Or attributes of classes of individuals, or auribules of attributes
indi iduals, or classes of attributes of individuals.

9

7

Compare the following:
( yllogismbolds.
EXAMPLE ONE
Bossie is a cow. 0- 1 C nclus1on, v,tl1d,)
A cow is livestock. 1- I
Therefore, Bossie is livestock 0- 1

EXAMPLE TWO
Bossie is a cow in that pasture. 0- 1
The cows in that pasture are a herd. 1-2
Therefore, Bossie is herd. 0- 2

(Syllogism does not hold.
Conclusion not v:ilid be.
cause more 1:chantwo log1Cllllevels ;are desigmned
by the 1enns. Tbe words
Some 2nd herd do not
dC$ignateentiti~ on con.
secuuve logic:tllevel .)

More familiar, perhaps to teachers of English,
however, are the misunderstandings which develop among
their students from che ''artificial classifications" which still
exist in current tradition-based English textbooks. Citi.nra
chapter and verse, linguist-grammarian Charles C. Fries'
shows us exactly how such ambiguous technical term as
"subject" or "jndirect object" have caused and are till
causing confusion among students of the language· and he
would bave us consider another system of sentence
analysis- a system dictated by structure, i.e., by the relative
position of component words in "single free utterances,
minimum or expanded." And in order to avoid ambiguity
inherent in traditional terms, he has substituted "longer,
more cumbersome descriptive statements. 011
However, even a strucrurally-based system may not
prevent our students from confusing the expletive there
wich a form word Class I in a pair of such similar looking
utte.:-ancesas 7bat is a green book and There (not meaning
place) is a greenbook which brings us back to our starting
point and the expressed hope of Hans Reichenbach that "the
results of symbolic logic will som day in the form of a

iu

11

The Structure of £ngll h, p sim.
Ibid..p. 2.
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modernized gramm r find their way into elementary
schools.''
The results of symbolic logic include four sentence
forms: the is of identity, x = y; the is of predication, ~the is of sub-dassification1 (x) (f" gJ; and the is of
existence, (3 x) (~ • g ... nJ. From these fori:is let us
compose sentences and. note so~e of the logical and
grammatical concepts which they y1eld.

ymbolicForms

SampleSentences
The purple turtle
is Myrtle.
Myrtle is a purple
Turtle.
There is a purple
A purple turtle is
a nuisance.*

t=m

12

Meaning
is of identity
is of predication
is of existence
is of subclassification

IS OF IDENTITY
Sentence form: x = y
LOGICAL CO CEPTS: Individuals can be denoted in two ways, i.e., by descriptions usually signalized
by the word the16 or by proper names.
The words I, now, this, that here have the force of
proper names.

Mynle is id ntical to the purple turtle.
IS Myrtle i a turtle and Mynle is purple.
14 There exists an x uch that x is a turtle and x is purple.
1 For every x, if xis a turtle and xis purple. lhen xis a n11is
mce. ('If the
word nuisan e denote a valuejudgment, the discussionhere takes quite a
differentrum, but that is anotherchapter.)
16 Exception: Tlte turtle is fow1d on dry land and in the sea. For a full
discussionof descriptionsand proper names, ee Bertrand Ru sell's essay
"On Denoting,"which is included in Readings In Philosoph1calAnalysis,
edited by Herbert Feig! and Wilfred ellar .
ew York: AppletonCentury-Crofls.Inc.. 1949.pp. 103-115.
11
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In sentences of this form, the asserting element is
joins two denoting phrases but both of these phrases denote
the same indjvidual. In the sample sentence, the proper
name, Myrtle, and the description, the purple tr-mJe, have
identically the same referent.
GRAMM.ATICAL CONCEPTS: The word is may
be replaced by other words and word groups in order to
indicate time of the assertion, time sequence, and degree of
certainty or doubt in the mind of the spealker.
Myrtle is the purple turtle.
Myrtle was tbe purple turtle.
Myrtle will be the purple turtle.
Myrtle has been the purple cunle ever since
four o'clock.
Myrtle had been the purple turtle before any of
us heard the story.
Myrtle will have been the purple turtle for
three years by the time this letter reaches you.
Variations of the original sentence will show degrees
of certainty or doubt in the mind of the speaker:
The purple turtle may be Myrtle.
The purple turtle must be Myrtle.
The purple turtle seems to be Myrtle.
The word Myrtle may be replaced by other words to
indicate first and second person. When chis happens the
asserting element changes its form.
I am the purple turtle.
You are the purple turtle.
IS OF PREDICATION (CLASS-INCLUSION)
Sentence forms: f,.; r~yi r"'f'I.
LOGICAL CONCEPTS:
Proper names and descriptions of individuals are on a lower logical level than
dass names. Proper names and descriptions denote; class
names designate, Denotation (pointing out) is possible
when individuals are concerned; not possible with attributes
or classes of individuals. For example, in a pool full of
turtles it is possible to point to the only turtle in the pool
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which responds to the name of Myrtle or which can be
described also as the purple turtle, but it is impossible to
point to (denote) the class designated by the phrase a purple
timle. We can point to individual member5 of a class- not
to the class itself. Class names are really conveniences
contrived by us to help ourselves communicate with each
other about experiences, events, objects which would
otherwise require a lot of pointing- pointing that would
require travel through time as well as space.
Articles a and an signal class names in the singular
The sentence, Myrtle is a purple turtle, is a molecular
sentence composed of two atomic sentences: Myrtle L~
purple, and Myrtle is a turtle. The truth of atomic sentences
is deter-mined empirically, but the truth of molecular
sentences can be determined by logical processes. Molecular
sentences containing the conjunction and or its semantical
equivalent are true if and only if both atomic sentences are
true; they are false if one or both of the atomic sentences are
false.
There are m:111yattributes besides color which can
be asserted about an individual: Myrtle is slow, Myrtle is
happy, Myrtle is laughing.
Attributes classify. We have just classified Myrtle ln
four ways: we have put her in a class of purple, slow,
happy, and laughing thi.ngs.
One of the classifying anributes is action: Myrcle is
laughing.
Some predicates designate relations between individuals, hence are more than one-place (monadic predicates.
Some are rwo- and three-place predicates (dyadic, triadic):
Myrtle is breaking her shell, two-place, Bm.; Myrtle is some•
where between Chicago and Kankakee, three-place, B.,nki
Myrtle is rhe sister of Joan, two-place, SmiiMyrtle is the sister of
Robert, two-place, Sm,; Myrtle is sadder than Joan, two-place,
S"'1; Myrlie gave them herfront foot, three-place, Gmft· .
In connection with two- and three-place predicates,
it is possible for students to discover the difference between
relations which are symmetrical and those which are
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asymmetrical. A relation is symmetncaJ when if it holds
between x and y, it al o holds between y and x; e.g.,
similarity (Maryis £hesame age as Ruth) and dissimilarity
(CharlestonIllinois is not Like Chicago). A relation is
asymmetrical when, if it holds between x and y, it cannot
hold between y nd x; e.g., Chicagois n rth of Charleston.
Russell tates that non-symmetrical relations, that is,
relations that are neither symmetrical nor asymmetrica11 are
of rhe "utmost importance, and many famous philosopher
are refuted by their existence.1117 The word sisterdesignates
a relation which is non-symmetrical since if xis the sister of
y, y may b the brother of x.
GRAMMATICAL CONCEPTS:
Relational predicates include concept traditionally de ignated by an
outlay of technical terms capable of spreading confusion
everywhere they go: "transitive'' and "intransitive" verbs;
"comparatives''; the object f mily- "direct " "indirect,"
"retained".
. tiresome troublemakers in he active to pas ive
voice routtne.

IS OF EXISTENCE
entence form: (3x)(f1 • g,, ... nJ
L GICAL CONCEPTS: rf we know that ither
one or both of the emences, The purpleturtle is Myre!e and
Myrtle is a p,~rpleturtle are true, then we can compose
another sentence which is also true by stating, in one way or
another, that a member of the class des1gnatedby the phras
"a purple turtle" exist . Conversationally speaking, we
could say Thereis a purple tt1rtle, or Some turtles are p1-,1,?ple,
or At leastone turtle is purple or A few turtlesarepurple,or
Thereare purpleturtles. Logically peaking, we assert that
there exists something (x) and this something is purple and
is a turtle. Truth of u h statements-existentially qualified
statements- is established empiricalJy; i.e., by producing or

BertrandRus ell, An lnquit into Meaning und Tru/h. London: George
Allen and nwin Ltd.. I940, p. 43.
1
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discovering at least one member of the class of individuals
about which the assertion of existence is rn de.
GR MMA TI CAL CONCEPTS: The asserting element, is, or its grammatical equivalent must be replaced ~y
rhe word are or its grammatical equivalent when the extstence of more than one member of a class i asserted; e.g.
Some turtles are purple.

IS OF UB-CLASSIFlCA TION
entence form: (x) (~ ➔fJ
LOGICAL CONCEPTS: The sentence, A purple
umle isa nuisance,is molecular, and th refore its truth value
can be determined by logical processes; the tru~h values ?f
its atomic sentence components can be determmed empirically. Restated to reveal its _lo~icalf<;>rmw~ ay, ".Ifsomething is a purple turtle, then 1t 1s_a_nuisance. !he mclude,?
statement preceded by the word if 1scalled the antece~ent •
the included statement preceded by the word then 1. th
"consequent." Sentences of this form are false only when
the ante edent is true and the con equent is false.
Another important concept to be learned f:'?m
studying sentences of trus ~orm- u~v~r ally_ quantified
sentences-is that they are stnctly cond1t1onal, 1.e. they do
not assert existence of class members. They merely state
that if a member of a class- say purple turtle - exists, t~en
it also exists as a member of another and encompassmg
class-say nuisances. Therefore,. truth of. u.niversally quantified sentences cannot be determmed empmcally.
.
Substitution instances Qogically equivalent) of umversally quantified sentences are as follow~: .
.
If it 11 is a purple turtle, then it 1sa nuisance.
U it is not nuisanc , then it is not a purple
turtle.
It's impossible for omething to be a purple
turtle and not be a nuisance.
The , ord ii is the best verbal equivalent for x that we have in
conversationallanguage.
18
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It is not a purple turtle or it is a nuisan
Every purple turtle is a nuisance.
All purple turtles are nuisances.
Any purple turtle is a nuisance.
Only nuisance are purple turtles.

GRAMMATICAL CO CEPTS:The singular form
o tbe asserting element (is, was) is used with each,every, any;
the plural form, with all.
The article a precedes class names b ginning with a
consonant; the article an, class names beginning with a
vowel.
Consistency must be maintained with respect to person, number, and gender of proper names and description
which have the same referent. Examples:
If Myrtle is a purple turtle, then she is a nuiance.
If.Jerryis a purple turtle then he is a nuisance.
If Myrc_Le
and Jerry are purple turtles, then they
are nuisances.
If that is a purple turtle, then it is a nuisance.
When the if clau e (antecedent) precedes the then
clause (consequent) the two clauses are usually separated by
a comma. Thi
When ---------·
While
--------Until
--------Because -------m ce

Etc.

which allow for all the kinds of utterances we r quire for
everyday conversation. Ir retains in a simpler form many
concepts considered by traditionalist and structuralists
necessary to the proper tudy of language. But more
importantly, it adds co these some insight into the nature of
sentence forms and the nature of all the little word that
make such a big, big difference: the, a (an), 1s,if . .. then.,
and, or no£,all, some, only, every, each.

---------

punctuation rule holds for all variations of this sentence
form in conversational speech.
In a fragmental way, th m, cerial in this paper
constitutes a definition of the statemental approach to the
study of English. The statemental approach is based upon
sentence forms resulting from symbolic logic. It seems to
divide itself naturally into two parts: formation rules
which include logical concepts only, and variation rules,
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1heEnglzsh
Joumal
(4 :4 April 1959,pp. 199- OS;212)

GRAMMARI NOT A PURPLETURTLE

particularly in the fields of English and mathematics. Both
operate upon the principle that high school subject of study
need not be organized in the conventional manner; and both
derive their ideas in content and method from do ely related
sources.2

Chenaul Kellyand Bertrand Richards
Basis of FSSEP
if the title of this does not entice the re3det to go further1 thi headnote wtllhave no chance of doing so either! The article describe an
e periment with a very dilierent approach to grammar and language
tudy. Chenault Kell i an associate professor of nglish at the
Eastern Illinois Unjversity, harle t n. Bertrand Richards is an
nglish teacher in the cwt n, lllinois, Community High School.

yrtle is a purple turd .
A purple turtle is a nui ance.
Th t bluebird reading a newspaper peaks French.
The p ·e1driving the red Thunderbird is my uncle.
Do these sentences sound like any EngLlshcl s you
ever attended? Perhaps not but they are part of the stock•mtrade of the new FSSEP classes which have been taught in
Newton Commuruty High chool in Newton, illinois, ince
March !958.
What is FS EP?
Well, in the first place, FSSEP is a combination of initials ahnost impossible to pronounce. fn the second place
F EP stands for the Formalist Secondary School English
Project. It is distantly related to UICSM.
UICSM rum stands for the Uni ersity of Illinois
Committee on School Mathematics.' Both are the out-growth
of a belief that there exists a need for the improvement in instruction almost all subjects now taught in highschool, and

m

m

1 Max Beberman

Director), David Page (Editor), Herbeit Vaughan
(Mathematics Consultant), Gertrud Hendrix Teacher Coordinator).
The math group has made great progressin the five year of its existence; so mu h so that UICSM courses are being used in i ·ty-five
schools this current ear.
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ln content, F SEP courses utilize concepts which are
the results of symbolic logic. Teach symboli logic in high
chool? Impossible! That is the commonest nusconception
we meet with when we start to talk about FSSEP. But notice:
It i wich th resultsof symbolic logic that FSSEP courses are
concerned. ymbolic logic is indeed one of the more difficult
disciplines, but its results, as handed down by modem logi•
cians and especiallyas they apply to language, are quite simple.
One of the di coveries of the symbolic logicians is that
practically all communication is built upon four simple senten fonns or patterns. Sentences built upon these forms can
have a common component- the word "is.0
Now the word "is," composed of the letter 111"and the
letter "s" or the phonemes i and z, changes in meaning with
changes in its environment- extremdy slight changes in environment. In a conventional dass in grammar where sentences
are analyzed on a subject-predicate basis, this four-way behavior of "is'' is seldom if ever explorecl.3
Teachers of FSSEP courses believe it is important for
students to discover upon what threadlike clues meaning
2

Content: Charles . Pierce. G. . Leibniz, Hans Reichenbach, Rudolf
Carnap et al.. method: Gertrude Hendri . "A ew Clue to Transfer of
Training" The Elementary School Journal, XLV[J[ (December 1947),
pp. 197-208. and "Prerequisite to eaning," The Mathematics Teacher.
XLIII
ovember 1950),pp. 334-339.
J Chestine Gowdy. in her textbook. Engh:rh Grammar, first published in
I90 I, distinguishes three meanings for "is" without using the logical
sentence forms employed in FSS P courses but with precisely the ame
meanings attached.
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hangsi and to test their ciiscovery many many times. Herein
lies the power of organizing grammar upon four simple sentence forms-the four meaning of ''is."
EP students
properly caught) would h ve no difficulty spotting the three
different entenc form (or the three "is's'') in the sentences
at the beginning of this article. Not only th t, they could
compo e entences or sentence instances just as accurate and
even more entertaining than tho e three and could provide a
sentence instance of the fourth form.~
Different too is the method employed in FSSEP
cour es. It is based upon the nonverbal a areness theory of
learning which was fir stated by Gertrude Hendrix in 1947:s
1. For generation of transfer power the unverbalized
method of learning a generalization i berrer than .
method in which an authoritative statement of the
generalization come first.
2. Verbalizing a generalization immeciiatelyafter ciiscovery does not increase transfer power.
3. Verbalizing a generalization immediat ly after discovery may actually decrease transfer power.
Ju t what does this nonverbal awareness theory accomplish in
practice? For one thing, it prevents teacher and fast learning
students from tellingthe concept (rule, prU1ciple,generalization) dujourbefore everyone has had a chance to ciiscover the
concept (rule, principle, generalization) for himself. For another thing, it provides many opporrunities by means of examples for students to a-ppfywhat they have discovered ht{ore
trying to express the concept verbally. Students are never
~

forced to verbalize what chey have learned immediately after
or during th learning proce . The Project emphasizes ch
belief that thought patterns established in aniving non-verbally
at an understanciing of a problem or a concept are real learning. Attempts to put understanding into words are di couraged until after- long after- the lea.ming and pplication of
che learning is complete.
The result of this combination- non-verbal awarenes
in rn thod and sentenc -form analysis in content- has been,
so far, classes free from discipline interest, and motivation
problems.
The Method in Action
And why? We're not sure we can tell you why, but we
can let you look in on an FSSEP classroom. Obviouslv we
strive for variety in our lesson plans but the following ia,;tion
is typical.
A bell rings, the class files in and is greeted by Mr.Rihards. Another bell tings, and an FSSEP lesson is under way.
The greenboard (very early Mr. Richards learned, or
rather was told, that he should not call a chalkboard a blackboard if it is green in color) is filled with a jumble of phrases.
Theyare written at crazy angles all over the board.
Mr. Richards doesn't say anything. This is not a first
lesson and the pupils kno what is expected of them. They
know that relationships exist in this seemingly meaningless
conglomeration, and that their task is to discover these relationships. They busy themselves with their notebooks.

The four sentence fonns taught in F

EP courses are as follows:
M .. M.-y,M,yz- the "is" of set membership

x = - I.he"is" of idenlity
3 : M R~ N~- the "is" of existence
":/ : M R - lhe "is" of subset
1

Hendrix, "A ew Clue 10 ransfer of Training,'' p. 198.
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"And, oh yes, proper names in Column 1" 11
1n minute the list is completed with phra
nized as follow :

typical Ii t.

l

colum-

PROPER AMES ?

DESCRlPTION ?

REJECTS

George Washington
The front door
ElvisPresley

the first fire of 1985
the father of his country
the first president
the rock 'n roll king

. ome green apples

Myrtle
July4
bat ragge man

The firein WJ/muI Ir/I
IndependenceDay

Can you figure out the rdacionships?
Suddenly Mr. Richards erases the greenboard. He
draws lines indicating three columns. The first two he heads
with blanks followed by question marks _____
?). The
third he heads "Rejects."
The class goes into action.
"Put 'George Washington' in Colwnn I."
Mr. Richards does.
0
Put 'Elvis Presley' in Column 1.''
"Puc 'the father of his country in Column II."
"Put 'the front door' in Column II."
But here Mr. Richards puts "the front door" in the re-ject colwnn.
"Why did you put it there?" says Kathy. "It belongs in
Column I."
"All right, then," and Mr. Richards erases and puts it in
Column I. But when "some green apples" comes up he writes
it in the reject column and refuses to remove it.
Sooner or later Bill or Danny or someone is bound to
come up with "Oh, I see! You're putting descriptions in Column II."
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Of cour e our readers will notice immediately the mistakes in
che columns above, and it doesn't take long for :Mr.Richards'
students to find and correa these mistakes themselves. There
is much disagreement. Such questions as the following occur:
"What if 'Independence Day' were spelled 'independence day'?
\Vould char make a difference?" Mr. Richards does not act as
arbiter. The decision is theirs. If they are entirely wrong, he
has his ''reject'' column>or he may put in a steering word or a
helpful suggestion.
Then Carol says>"I'm still not too sure. I know chat a
denotation is a proper name, I mean has the force of a proper
name, and I know what a description is, but- "
Now here i verbalizing going on before we are ready
for it, and Mr. Richards quickly interposes.
"Well, don't wony about it now. Let's play a game."
Quickly the chairs are pushed back against the wall and
Mr. Richards passes out large cards to each srudent. These
cards are of different shapes and different colors and have
words printed on both sides.
This lesson on denotation is based on Bertrand Russell's article. "On
Denoting," which first appeared in Mind, XIV, 1905, and was later reprinted in Reading in Philosophical Analysis, edited by Herben Feig!
and R.W. ellars.
cw York: Appleton-Century- rofts Inc., I 949
pp. I03~I 18.
6
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"Ted, you have a red oblong. Remember, keep che
side you looked at first up. Now, go pick someone with a yellow oblong. You choose Jan? Fine. Now, the two of you go
pick out a white oval, then stand here by the board, holding
the cards so that we may allread chem."
The idea is that the red cards have printed on each of
their faces a proper name or a word or words having the force
of a proper name. The yellow cards have a description on
each face. The white ovals have "is" on one face and= on the
other. These three cards in proper sequence willform a sentence- an ''is" of identity sentence. The pairs of word groups
joined by 11is" in sentences of this kind clescrihor namethe
same individual (person, place, thing, event). If the word
group describes, ir is called a descriprjon; if it names, it is
called a proper name. An '1is" of identity may join two proper
names for one individual, or two descriptions of one individual, or a proper name for and a description of one individual,
i.e., George Washington (proper name) is the firsr President of
our country (description). By means of proper names and descriptions we are able to denote individuals (persons, places,
things, events).
But back to our game.
The element of chance-which face of the card was
seen first-determines whether the sentence is plausible or
ludicrous as:
1. George Washington is the first President of our
country.
or
2. Elvis Presley is the first President of our country.
One of the points Mr. Richards is trying to make is that Sentence 2 is just as well-formed as Sentence 1. He is not concerned at present with truth value of sentences, which comes
later in the course, but only with the fact that the referent of
Se~t~ce 1 can be denoted by a proper name and by a descnpt1on.

n

Next, Mr. Richards calls for two red cards joined by a
white oval "is" card and shows chat, while never actually
needed, a sentence such as "George Washington is George
Washington" is underuably a sentence and the "is," an 11is" of
identity.
Then Mr. Richards calls for two yellow cards and
shows tbat a referent may be denoted by two descripcions, and
chat the sentence formed when the pair of yellow cards is divided by the word "is" is also a good and often needed seucence, as:
The first President is (was) the father of our country.
Lastly, Mr. Richards asks, "What is wrong with
'George Washington is the most swivel-hipped rock and roll
singer in out country'?"
"It isn1t true!" comes from the class in chorus.
Then Mr. Richards points out that while sentences are
not concerned with truth, ue usually are, and when they- Mr.
Richards and his students- are considering truth value, they
sometimes willcalla sentence a statement.
The game goes on and on. Other colors and other
shapes add modifiers, negatives, logical words, and the like
until class and teacher have built up complicated sentences in
the pattern of the "is" of identity.
This has taken much writing to describe what moves
rapidly in the classroom. But you can see what has happened.
Remember that we hold that true learning is based upon disaweryand understanding;
and that true learning means the power to
recognize and/ or apply concepts learned in ne\'\' and different
situations. We believe th.is example illustrates these fundamental principles of FSSEP.
Of course, "is" is not the only word which comes under the close scrutiny of FSSEP students, but the others are all
of the same order- words which are important co sentence
forms, ~ sentence meanings. The list includes "and," "or,"
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"if ... then," "only" "not," and the quantifier - " ome," "all,t'
''every," ''a," "the" and "ea.ch."
FSSEP is very young and at chi ca e is definitely exploratory and experimentaJ. We are trying our methods and
procedures. We are as quick to di card a
e are to retain.
We are engaged in research aimed toward improved instruction in English, We believe that resear
experimentation.,
and exploration ,are fine, but that uni they a.re directed to
some definite goal or objective they are meaningless. Futther
experimentation conducted without a preconceived program
for the measurement o progress toward the desired outcomes
is futile.
Does FSSEP have definitive goals aims and obje tives?
Has F EP a dearly thought-out program of measurement of the attainment of these goals?
Indeed it does! And has!
The scope of this article is not such as to allow a complete and detailed analysis of the aims and objective of
FSSEP. Our overall goal is, of course therrT.4Stetyof/ang;~as
a
toolforexpressi.cn
rrndamrnurriadim.The contributory goal are
rhe acquirement of fotening, reading, and study skills; the
ability to handle well oral and wrinen language· the comprehension of usage, grammar spelling, and punctuation; vocabulary adequacy; and the appr ciat:ionof literature. Of primary concern to u is the development of creative thinking,
critical analysis,and untrammel d im gination.
Since we of FSSEP do not believe that true learning
results from the memorization of rules and their subsequent
application, and since we do believe that the true foundation
for the study of grammar is the sentence not the word there
i linle similarity etween FSSEP instrument of measurement
and the standarcLzed objective tests common to traditional
grammar courses.
h)
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Testing in FSSEP
Because our main concern is with the use of language
as a tool in life ituation , our te ting is based on the free use
of language. The evaluation is derived from the student '
written work sin e i is next to impossible to apply a check list
of desired outcomes against the evanescence of oral English.
The e aluation of progress in oral languag i highlysubjective
and principally the result of teacher judgment.
A typical F S P test is as different as a typical SSEP
lesson. Here are nvo examples:
When the class files into the room they find an abstract and symbolic drawing in colored chalk on the greenboard. Nothing i said about it by the teacher. He does not
need to say anything. The pupils begin discussing it. But before they get very far Mr.Richards quiets them and passes out
paper. He tells them they will be given ten minutes to write
out, in the best English they can muster, what the drawing
means to them. He tells them that the drawing is a copy of -a
great artist's work, that the artist had a meaning in mind, and
th t he willtell them this meaning evenruaUy. But he stresses
that right now the anise's meaning is unimportant. What he
wants is what the picture means co them. He points out that
there is no right or wrong- that any meaning is legitimate-and the only possibility of failure is to fail to find any meaning
at all in the drawing.
The srudents busy themse]ves with their papers for the
ten rrumnes.
Mr. Richards then cells them that symbols, such as
tho e on the board, may change, may come to have rufferent
meanings. He asks them to study the picture for awhile and
then to write another interpretation as different as possible
from the first. They are allowed a similar length of time for
this activity. Then they are asked to spend the remainder of
the period jotting down other interpretations which might oc-
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cur to them (alw~ysin complete and a curate s ntence ). At
the end of the period the papers are collected.
As far as the srudents are concerned that is alJ there is
co their test. Most likely they are unaware that they have been
te ted.
Now our second example.
On another day, Mr. Rjchards m scan the class by
reading a poem to his students. This, in itself, i a test of their
ability to listen1 which FSSEP considers very important.
The poems selected for such testing are purposely clifficult, somewhat obscure, and considered (by many) beyond
the comprehension level of high school srudents.7 Here again
FSSEP cliffers from traditional English courses. We believe
some teachers are prone to underestimate the power of the
teen-age min~
But back to our test,
After chis first reading, the pupils are allowed to present what we callthe "immediate" meaning of che poem. Again
they are assured that there is no possibility of being wrongthat the only failure is to derive no meaning.
Then Mr.Richards passes out duplic.atedcopies of the
poem to the class. 11us part of the activity varies greatly, but
on chis particular d y Qet us say) the po m is reproduced on
the left-hand side of the paper; a vertical line divides the heet
into two columns, the right one being blank.
The poem is read again and during dus reading the
students are asked to jot down in th blank column ith:tsabout
the poem or duesto its meaning which occur to them.
Among the poem which have been used with particular success are
the following:
"Lachryma Christi"-Hart
ranc
''Pondy Woods"-Robert Penn Warren
"After the Funeral"-Dylan Thomas
"The Reflection"-Edward Ta lor
"Lincoln"-John G uld Fletch r (This was presented without
1itleas an e ercise in identifi ation)
7
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Discussion follows chis second reading and it is truly
pupil-centered dis
ion. The students present ideas from
heir papers. Mr. Richard aces only a a moderaror to ee chat
each has his opportunity to speak and to prevent the clas
from descending into usele s argwnentation. We of FSSEP
are constantly amazed at the erudite incerpre arions which are
forthcoming at this time.
Mr. Richards then takes over and calls attention co
specific difficulties which the srudents may have had a tendency to slight but which need investigating. Allusions which
would require too much research, or references beyond their
experience, he explains; otherwise he merely directs their attention to fields needing further study.
And so it goe . You may have suspected that all this -i
time-consuming, and so it is. The ctivity (acruallythe testing)
may extend over several periods but we of FSSEP certainly do
not mind. Our students are actively and interestedly engaged
in discovery and exploration- they are using language to discover how some master has used language as a tool for artistic
communication, they are progre sing toward our prime goal,
and they are not memorizing rule to do so.
When the pos ibilities of the poem have been exhausted or when the class shows signs of tiring of it, the project is abandoned. But each of the students is assigned a theme
(either in- lass or out-of class) in which he is ro set down in
the best English he can muster his interpretation of he poem,
It is from these written papers chat the evaluation of
student progress is made. The papers are graded analytically,
comparatively, and diagnostically. eparate core are recorded for errors in grammar, pelling, capitalizaion and
punctuation. Facility and clearness of expression are con idered. Elimination of previous errors is watched for, and areas
where improvement is needed are carefully checked. Above
II, progress toward the successful and automatic use of language as a tool for accurate and expressive communication lS
measured.
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In addition to our own particular kind of testing,
FSSEP utilizes standardized objective tests to check the progress of its experimental classes with that of regular control
groups.
..
Not reach traditional grammar yet use tradinonal tests?
Thar doesn't make sense!
But it does! Remember, all high school pupils have
had grammar pounded into them repetitively ever sine~ they
were in the middle grades. We have found that the mearuneful
consideration of the principles of language and commurucation which we stress in FSSEP enables our pupils to do better
on a traditional test than do students who have been studying
the material just prior to testing.
This is merely an opuuon we hold after a rather meager experience with these tests. Much work remains to be
done and much further experience in resting must be gained
before we shall feel capable of speaking authoritatively on the
subject.
The adolescent mind, if untrammeled, is a wondrous
thing. It is intensely curious and its curiosity is directed to•
ward any subject to which it is not forced. It delights in _abstraction and will go to ultimate lengths of endeavor to satisfy
its own questionings. It employs imagination actively until
stifled by adult ridicule. The Project makes every eff?rt to
employ che creative thinking powers of the adol~scent mmd.
Finally, teen-agers want to learn- to discover and _to
understand. Activity which poses a problem or a puzzle kindles motivation. If students are given something ro find out
(and something in which they can quickly experience success),
their interest is stimulated and actual. "And, besides," says
Myrtle, who always likes to have the last word, "grammar can
be fun even though it is not a purple turtle. 11
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Part of the
"Celebrationof the Life of Emma ChenaultKelly"
1895Room.,UniversityUnion,
Eastern IllinoisUniversity,
4 p.m., Saturday,May 3, 1997(DerbyDay)
AFTERWORD: REFLECTIONS
d1enault Kelly has been my friend for 40 years. She
was a woman of many interests1 of many ralems, and of many
accomplishments. Today I want to focus on one of those that
endeared her to us all: her wonderful sense of humor, which
was manifested mboth words and deeds. She loved to tell
stories and jokes. She and her sister came by _that talent genetically. Mrs. Kellyhad an endless supply which her daugh•
ters borrowed and added to. I think it was part of their Ken·
tucky upbringing, oftentimes used to make people feel at ease
in social situations where no one knew what to say next.
Telling a funny story made people laugh and relax.
The first Saturday in May was a day on which Chenault
liked to have a party- that was another Kentucky connection,
of course. I believe she would want us to remember today the
good ti.meswe had together.
.
That will explain, l hope, why I share the followmg
story with you. It happened long ago in the summer of 1964.
Chenault and I were traveling in Europe with two other
friends from Connecticut. As you might guess, traveling anywhere with Chenault was an adventure.
On this occasion we had rented a car in Barcelona and
were driving to Carcassonne, that fascinating1 old, walled city
in southern France. The car presented problems from the
outset. It was a little Seat with 4 gears (we thought cars came
with only 3 gears). It also had a reluctance to being put in re-
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verse. We took turns driving. Our luggagewas loaded on the
top of the car.
We left Barcelona at 5:30 a.m. to avoid big city traffic.
Midway to our destination (I was driving) I happened to see in
the rear view mirror, suitcases flying off into the wild blue
yonder. Fortunately, no traffic was in sight in either direction.
I finally persuaded Seat to back up to where our bags had
fallen.
We all got out, hoisted them back in place but thenwhat to do? We had no rope except that with which we'd
started. Obviously not enough. Dismayed, we looked at one
another. Suddenly Chenault stepped behind the car, took off
(excuse the expression) her pantyhose, and voilal Our problem was solved.
A few hours later we pulled up in front of our ancient
but still elegant hotel inside the walls of Carcassonne. Out
came a middle-aged, liveried doorman to cany in our luggage.
Imagine the expression on his face! Imagine us trying to stifle
giggles!
I'd like to close with a more recent and shorter story
that occurred a week ago yesterday at 820 6th Street. Alice
was in the living room talking with Ramona, I think. I was in
Chenault's room across the hall with the caregiver, who suddenly looked up at me from the far side of the bed and said,
"I've fallen in love with her. She's taught me so many things I
didn't know."
I feel the same way about Chenault. Maybe some of
you do, too.
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